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dhen a ure-existing homogeneity of ideas a~ong uarticinants is 

lackinfr,, a debate on imperialism always begins with a discus!'1ion of 

the: rneaning of the word itself and the legitimacy of its use in 

scientific circles, since it is a word charged with emotjonal and 

ideolo~ical nu:!anings (1). The history of the word, coined in the 

na8t Century, contributes to feedin~ the polemics, having ranidly 

changed i 't8 meaning. }'irst used almost as a synonym for Bonar>art ism 

and then to synthesize the various aspects of Na!Joleone III 1 s nolicy(2) 1 

:j. t entered the En1~lish vocabulary with. the proclamatj"on of the Inci ian 

Empire, already charged with pejorative implications, ana was used by 

the Liperals to attack Disraeli 1 s policy. Later, toward"s the end of 

t!'le Century, when imnerial policy found supuorters in the Li"beral camp 

as"well, imperialism was justified as a civilizing mission ("the white 

man 1 s burden"), "but in the sa:qe 1Jeriod the GerJJa.n Marxi:ots took over 

the word, using it to define the new phase that was opening in the 

ii.evelop:nent of ca,:JitaJ ism and therefore in wbrld hir>tory. itself, 

But Marxism is unity of theory and practiae, so th('l.t even an 

attempt at scientific explanation b;y MFirxists muot con:s ti tute a guide 

and stimulus for action, >lnd therefore entail a practtcal nolHical 

"conclusion. Now the Marxist .. iudgement, although it avoided aJ.l.moral 

evaluation, considered im!Jeriali.sm ·as a::vehicl:e not only of increased 

Ol)pression and exploitation, but also of war. And it drew the conclu

sion that to fight these effects, we must fight the cause, i.e. imner

ialism and the capitalism that is its nw.trix: the scientific and 

noli tical evalua·tion of the Iiiarxists are i"nseparable. Thj.s explains 

the reticence of non-Marxist historians, nolitiOf:.~scientists, a~d 

economists,- who would like to see the word itself eJ .. iminated from the 

scientific vocabulary. By;· eli,~inating the woril, they ;~ctu':l.lly el:i.win

ate 2.ll scj.entific e..n;Ilysi.>3 of the nllenornenon. 

On the one he.nd, i"n f;;cct, M'01-rxiyt P.il"tilors have atter~11tert to ,q,ive 

a cono.;h:tent explarw.ti.on of the nature, causes and effects of im-perial

ism, as well as its mechanisms of oneration. And althou~h their 

~----~~------------------------~~~~~-~"~· __ ...... --··1 
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analyses differ on many points, there is nevertheless a comrno!'l core: 

all lliarxist writers are agreed in holding that im]Jeri.e.lism is a 

historically necessary phenomenon which has 1 ts roots in the n:J.ture 

of ~anitalism itself; at a certain point in its development, canitelism 

is forced to takeoon new forms and procedures - i.e. the characteristj.cs 

of imperialism - with such a marked accentuation that we can speak of 

~new phase in its hism0ry. (3) 

Non-Marxist authors tend in>;;tead to deny this relationshi-p between 

imperialism and capitalism, interpreting imperialism as sim-ply a 

~olitical choice connected with the power-hunger of men and States. 

It is therefore not historically necessary.· In this regar.d;,.there 

exists a whole literature contesting the Marxist point o'f view, which 

tries to demonstrate that this or that colony was conquered wlthout 

any economic interest or that in other cases a government moved in 

for ideological.Deason6 or power nolitics.(4)It is clear that none of 

these objections undermines the Marxj.st conception in the 

slightest. This conception views history as a unitary whole, without 

13eparating economic, political,and much less ideological, moti.ves: 

~f capitalism requires an expansion policy, a cumulative process of 

~rives and pressures of various nature is set off which producei'J its 

9wn ideolo~y and its own policy, and these become forces capable of 

autonomously orienting choices and·determining decisions. But this 

does not lessen the fact that the process, seen as a whole, was·set 

!)ff by the needs of capitalist development and that this aspect remains 

the dominant factor,in the last analysis. 

Thus it is certain that illilitarism - called into life and fed by 

an exnansion policy - becomes in turn a pern.anent stimulus for further 

expansion and finds strategic reasons to _juGt ify it. · In the sa .. rne 

way, the national :Pride cultivated in the masses or the ~uestions of 

"Orestige necessarily connected with an expansion policy may :?.l)Pear to 

anyone considering the individual historical events, t~ken 

in themselves and divorced from the Reneral context, as the sl)ectfic 
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motives behind a particular conquest or even a war. But ·no ;,:arxist 

has ever dreamed of claiming that England occupied :.:al ta or Gi.bral tar 

to exploit them economically or that behind. every im-perialist actj_on 

there must be an economic interest directly justifying it: . the most' 

imperialistic of all wars, the war in Vietnam, is in itself·disproof 

~nough. What -is important for Marxists is to explai.n the imperial].st 

phenomenon as a whole, to clarify that it is ·the r~quirements of cap

itali-st development that give rj:se to expansionist policy, with all 

that _this involves in terms of greater mi1itarism, nationalist exhalta

~ion, etc. The liistorian can then a.nalyze ·- _- ·. :"> ·~·"· ,: this policy and 

break it down into its various moments, studying the most inunedjate 

causes of each; but the historian who icolates the inunediate causes 

from tl1e distant ones and tile individual €:vents from the overall nro

~esses, losing sight of the forest for the trees, is a bad hist6ri&.n!B. 

It is therefore clear that in speaking of the .classical sci:i.olars 

of im:oerialism, we shall be speaking only of the Marxists,· and uarti

cularly of those whom VIe feiH have made the greatest contributions: 

Hosa J,uxemburg, Bucharin and Leni.n (5). Naturally we shall not 'attemT.>t 

a systematic eX!)OBi tion of their thought, which we s.re sure is known by 

all; we shall inst·ead atte:opt to see what in this thought is valid 

and current and in what "direction it. must be developed, or rather cor

rected, in order to deal with the new manifestati.ons o{ modern imperial

ism. Basically, this re-port, while founded on the classics, is intended 

as only an introduction to an up-dated study whjch !•iarxism ~reB."1:1Y 

needs, since the dogmatization of Lenin's ·t;hought carried out by Stalin 

:blocked all further Berirms research for several decades and still 

today .leads to a.misunderstanding of certain facts and to the simnle 

~epetition of assertions that no longer find justification in tciday's 

reality. Only in the last few years have n·,arxists begun to realize 

~he insufficiencies of Lenin's study in explaining the im:oeriaJ).s!r. of 

today and multiplied their research and debates, but much is yet to be 

done (6). 

It is co~nmon to trace studies on modern imueri.alism back to 
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Hobson's book of 1902 (7), and l!l.obson's is indeed the first syste:natj.c 

treatment. But some years earlier the German Social Democrats had 

already begun to debate the problem •. Until the beginning of the 1890's 

i$. w~s not 'possible to speak of i.m!Jeriali.sm as a primary 'Phenomenon. 

There were, undoubtedly, colonial tJowers,and undoubteaJcy colqnial 

conquests bad strongly aided capitalist development, fJ.rst by stimula

ting prim' ,tive accumulation through the -plund·er of their wealth and 

J 

the slave trade ( 8), and later by offering markets for the goods ex110rt

ed by .the first industrial power, :E.'nglan9, and supplying necessury 

raw materials. But as long as England remained the only great industri.al 

power in the world, it was inmossible to spe<~:k of impHrialism as a 

new phase of ·Capitalism, since the race among the industrial powers for 

control"of the world market did not yet exist. It was around the. 

1890's that the United States and Germany began to emerge as seri6us 

competitors for English industrial l)Ower, and under the pressure of 

their developing ca-oitalism the need for an expansion -policy first 

arose (9). And similarly, at least in Germany, there arose a trend 

towards a sharp increase in armament, particularly naval, to support 

this expansion policy. 

Three events particularly call the attention of scholars and the 

public to the per.liod: ·at.:·the turn of the Century: the beginning of 

U.S. colonization (the occupation of Hawai and the Spar.;ish-Amerj.can 

War for Cuba, the Philipnines and Porto Hico), the 'British Boer War 

which crowned the imperial dreams of Cecil Rhodes, and the collective 

ex-pedition by the great·powers into China with the excuse of repressin,:; 

the Boxer revolt. The supreme command of this ex1Jedition 

was entrusted to a German general and it strongly bears the mark of 

GermaJ'l113intention to -play its part in world politics, the Welt-oolitik.· 

It; v:as in tbis context that the word "irnpertaljsm" took on its 

new meaning. In the United States, a Germq.n ).rn;oip;rc~nt, Carl Schulz, 

raised his voice to condemn the American actj.ons, 1JU.blishing in ],898. 

his Thoughts on .A,11erican Imperialism and,tb.e following year,his The 

'Issue of Imperialism •. In .b:ngland, John A. Hobson, an economist. 
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who had also been a war corres-pondent in South ·Africa, attempted a 

theoretical interpretatj_on of imperialism in the above-mentioned . 

volume of 1902. But it was in the ranks of the German Social De:nocrat;s 

th:?.t a real de bate was finally opened in 1900 1 the same year that 

saw '7cneral von Waldersee le<-!d the .f!:urope.!J:n ex'9edHion in C!1ina. 

Karl· Kautsky and Heinrich Cunow atternpted an _ini'thtl ::malysis of 

imperialism (10), and a discussj.on of Weltnolitik, tl1e name then used 
., 

for the policy of expansion oJ!i a world scale, i.e. the phenomenon that 

precisely in those years would take on the new name of j_mperialism, 

was placed on the agenda at the annual party con.n:ress held in !1\ainz. 

In the course of this debate, the left wing'of the narty criticized jts 

nassiv:\,tY on the question of the China expedition and demanded a pro

test action. Rosa Luxemburg maintained thl!t the Chj.na exnedition 

represented the 'first event in a "new era", the era of .VeltrJolitik, 

and that the system would never leave it again: H 1v~s 

therefore the last era, the final :rhase of capitalism (11). Shortly 

ai:fter, it 17as the turn of another left-wing exponent, Ledebour (12), 

who even more explicitly stated that "the central l)Oint of the Welt-
an unsur~e 

~olitik is ' · · ~. -· of- all ca1)j.t,'..lism towd.rds a policy of l)lunder, 

which takes Europee.n and American cani taU.s:n into all parts of the ., 

~~orld", and he adds: "we must not for.<;et that we are deal in!!, with 

phenomena of world hi8tory in th~_final sta~e of canital:i:sm (the italics 

are ours, L • .B.), which may t:3.ke different forms in diff,,rent States, 

but is basically the se.me everywhere, in absolu.tj_st Russia ccS if! 

constitutional Britain, in France and America as in Germany with its 

:indefinable forlu of government". And anticipating Luxermburg' s and 

TJenin is polemics a;,:ain:->t 
tha.t 

he notedAm the strug;:,le 

the social-pKtriots and the soc:ial-chauvinists, 
euidemic 

a~·,:.inst the 1mnerialist _,.-: _ .. _ . of bourgeois 
~ p • ., ... 

society, clashes would also occur vlith some comrades, such as the 
. . 
revisionist Bernstein who had defended "the :i.mperialint colonial 'Policy~ 

(13) 

'.\'e can thus trace 1;arxist interest in the problem back to 1900, 

at which time, some of the tlJemes co;;;monly attributed to Lenin had. 
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already emerged·:. i.e. that a new phase in can ita list. history had 

begun; that this new phase constituted the final $tage of·capitalism 

(urecisely the definition used by Lenin in the title of his book): 

tpat its outcome is war and that it finds sunport amon;;.on-portunists 

within the ranks of the party itself (14 ). Around these themes a lon·g 
' 

polem~c developed over the following years N:i.thin the Soc:ial Democrat 

ranks, and the· true meaning of Rosa Luxemburg' s classic·.woxk•·:~fu 

Akkumulation des Kapi ~ ( 15), can only be graBued wHhilJ the context 
. .,· ( 16) t • 

of this debate(\ And her adversarJ.es were well al'l!;?.re of this when they 
. . 

opene-d fire on her book in i;he -pages of both the me.jor }'larty daily, 

Vorw!.!.r·ts, and· the theoretical journal. Die Neue Zeit; · Lenin, whose 

relations ·with L~me~burg at the time were far from good, .ioined in the 

criticism (17). 

} 

As is known, Luxemburg' s an,.lysis be;;inr-; from a discussion 0f the 

valu.e of concept of extended reproduction presente.d in Hook II of 

Canital. We shall not deal with thi.s aspect here, both because t.:,ux• s 

notes, laboriousl,y shaped into Book II by Engels, do not give us his 

definitive thought in this regard, and b.ecause J"uxernburg' s long and 

confused treatment of the subject seems superfluous to the concrete 

analysis of imperialism. Nor t:1all we stop tr examine .the basic 

urohlem Luxemburg raises, above and beyond the Marxian concents, Le; 

the problem of the impossibility of capitalist accwnula tion without 

continuous exchange with the non ca-pitalist areas, both because it 

would take up_ too much space in thiS" report and because it is not nec

~saary. The most interesting part of the book is the third, on the hh'

torical conditions for accumulation, in which she shows that in order to 

escape the contradiction revealed by lllarx between the rate of increase 

of the ~roductive forces and the rate of increase of the capaci.ty for 

consumption ( 18), which hinders the prcllLlct:i.on of surnlus v2.lue e.nd 

therefore the process of accumulation and the develonment of cavi.talisn 

itself, capitalism must succeed in selling a part of its overall pro

duct in a non-capitalist area (to peas;,;nts or artisans in the capi t.,J_

ist country itself or to colonies or semi-colonies). But in doing so, 
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it draws these areas into the capitalist market a,nd thus·reduces the 

extent of the non-capitalist area and its own possibilities £or future 

development. When, in some future day, these vossibiJ.ities have· 

coninletely di.sappeared, because the world has all been transformed into . '(' . 

a cap_italist area, capitalism will no longer be able to survive. 

Therefore, the struggle among the various industrial States ana· the 

various cal')italist groups to ensure themselves these outlets will be

come increasingly bitter, raising the level of international tensions 

and lnaking war inevitable. On the other hand, the growing tax burden 

necessary to cover ever-greater military spending and the authorit.arian

ism i:nplici t in militarism, together with t'he crises that accom]Jany 

this c_ontradictory pr·ocesa of development, will also increase internal 

tensions. The result will be an aggravation of social conflicts, which 

will finally lead to a revolution, p2obably on the occasion of a war, 

and, in any event, certainly without having to wait for capitalism to 

exhaust all its Possible outlets (1.9). 

We shall now try to answer an ob,jection which is often repeated and, 

we feel, unfounded, and point out the.points in the book which·are 

definitely valid. The ob,jection, if not to Eay the accusation, is that. 

of economism, of mechanic ism, of catas'!;ro-phism: i.e. of having claimed 

that certain objective economic processes (the total transfor!r:ation 

of the non-capitalist areas into capitalist areas because of the need 

to produce surplus value) would produce·-"the impossibility of survival, 

and therefore the death, of CP-pitali.am, thus neglecting the subjective, 

political f2.ctor of the class struggle. The accusation:.souftds strange 

·indeed to anyone who knows LuxembuJ::g's thought -·all the mere so since 

she was also accused ot' ;just tr1e o-pposite sin, revolution:?.ry rom<mti;. 

cism. Actually (auite aside from the fact that the ·di.fficulties in 

the nroduction of surplus value are not a merely economic n:roblem, but 

arise fron1 the class contradictions in caT>italist society, and that 

the inter-imperialist struggles for the conquest of Jne.rkets are highly 

poli ti.cal in nature), Rosa Luxernburg more. than once repeated in i;he 

course of her book that because the process she. was describing VI"-S a 
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process rising out of class contradictions, it would lead in the course 

of its develoument to such a sharnening of the class ·struggle that a 

revolutionary situation would re.sult.long before the orocess arrived at 

its .end, i·.e·. at the imnossi.bility of survival of caDitalism for ob

,ieci·ive reasons. (20). But she felt, along wHh Il::irx, that the· class 
· only · 

strug~le of the proletariat has hopes of successAto the extent th?..t 11;. 

fits in_to the objective processes of hi::;tory- (21), that it canno:t 

b~:!"ID.Bd·e to develop arbitrarily, either by deci.sions from leaders or 

spont.anei ty from the masoes, but rather unfolds and ~,;rows on the oasis 

of the contr?..9-i.ctions of the system. And she felt that the nroletari'!t 

can gain class conscjousness, consciousness of the final socialist 

goal, only if it sees socialism not as just one possible option anong 

others; but as a historj cal necessity, as ~·iarx 

. efforts 
her practical- revolutJ.onary ..-.·:. ··.·. , were always 

saw it ( 22). 'fherefore, 

ajmed at giving the 

proletariat the certainty of this necessity, on t•.e one hand, and, on 

the other, at analyzing the ob,iective r>rocesses in order to study 

their contradictions and grasp the points where the action of the ma,~ 

qould best be used, in such a way tbat their revolutionary conscience 
\ 

and capacity would mature and grow together with the deveJonment of 

cani tal ism itself, down to the moment of tli.e finai· . .-~6nflict. ~ 

Akkumulat ion des Kepi tals is an important contd hut:i.on to this effo1·t • 

.Pruned of the less interesting parts mentioned •~bove, the central 

thesis of the book. tr1at tl1e accumula I; ion process (and therefore in ten-
" 

sl.ve developulent), which·is a vital necesf.lity for canitalism, cannot 

unfold unless acco;npanied by a '!Jrocess of expan ;ion ( extenc;ive. de Ye lon

ment), in a continual attempt to overcome the above-mentioned contra

diction, and that this necessarily ieads to a struggle ao:ong all the . 

industrjal economies for the conquest of non-car>J.talist .'<reas and their 

tnclusion in the ca9italist market and for control of the world.market, 

is a thesis which history has forced theoreticians to accent. .loan 

Robinson has correctly written that "few would deny that the extensjon 

of cani talis.m into new. territories was the mainspring of what an aca-
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41. N.I. ~lcharin, Mirovoe Choziajstvo i Imperialism (Petrograd, 

1917); Italian translation: L'economia mo_l:}dia1e e l'imperialismo 

(Rome, 1966). 

42. Op. cit., (Italian edition), 110. 

43. Ibid., 112. 

-
44. Otto Bauer had already dealt with the problem in his st~dy on 

nationalities, with particular reference to Central Europe and Austro

Hungarian Empire. He arrived at the conclusion that as a result of dif

ferences in wage levels (for example, between German and Czech workers), 

the capitalists in the more developed countries came to appropriate not 

only the surplus value producted b;J their workers·' but also a part of 

that produced by the workers in the less developed countries. National

itl!.tenfrage und die Sozialdemokratie (Vienna, 1907), 215 • 

. 45. 0£• cit., 150. 

46. in Das Finanzkapita1 (Vienna, 1910) 

47. Op.cit., 253. 

48. Ibid., 262. 

49. Ibid., 264. 

50. ~., 264. Bucharin quotes this passage from Isaev: "the 

State creates new organs for this purpose, a multitude of officials and 

agencies. On every hand the content of State activity is enriched with· 
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her vision of the relationship between capi taJ.j_st· areas and non-cani ta1-

i_st. areas, we already have, in embryonic form, the domine. tion-denendence 

relationship which tb.rxist scholars of U. S. imperialism, and narticu~

arly the Latin Americans, have recently and correctly underlineq. 

In fact, she poinl!i:dout that the non-capitalist areas are drawn into 

the network of capitalist relations and forced to transform their 

economies in the capitalist direct i.on, .but by means of a process that 

bleeds them white and subjects them to ca-pitalist exploitation. In 

other words, through her analysis of imnerj_al i_sm, Rosa r.uxemburg 

arrived even then at the conclusion that capitalism cannot be extended 

to all the rest of the world under conditions of equality, beca11se the 

cov.ntries d.rawn into the car-i te.J.ist market ex novo are in actual fE>.ct 

imprisoned in a relationship of dependence and exploitation. 

"Non-canitalist organization~ provide a fertile soil for canital

ism; more strictly: carital feeds on the ruins of such or~anizations, 

2.nd althoug;h this non-capitalist milieu is indispensable for ac<;wnula

tion, the la·tter proceeds at the cost of this medium nevertheless, by 

eating ·it up" ( 28). "The contradict ions inhere.nt in the modern syotem of 

foreign leans are th.e concrete expression of tnose wh.tc"h characterize 

.the imperialist phase. Though foreign loans are indispensable for the 

emancipation of the rising capitalist states, they are_yet the surest 

ties by which the.old caPitalist states maintain their influence, exer

cise financi~l control and exert Pressure on the customs, forei!pl and 

cor.unercial policy of the young .cani talist states" ( 29). "'/Vi th. the 

building of the Suez Can;:tl, Egypt became caught u-p in the web of Eu.ro

uean capitc~lism, never again to get·free of it"(30). The domination 

that the more advanced caC>it<:list countries exercise even over coun

tries that are politically inde-pendent, thanks to the mechanisms of the 

world marketand capital1st relations is portrayed here with particular 

effectiveness(3l). 

-- - - --------------------------------~---
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A third point that deserves menti.on is her analysis of military 

snez:tding as ·a "subsidiary market" for capitalist production, Le. 

how.the use of unnroductive public spending such as military spendi.ng 

can,. together with ext·ernal non-ce.nitaliet Jnarket, help the accumula

tion process to overcome its own contradictions. This was a thesis 

that Rosa Luxernburg had advanced as early as 1898 in her nolemic$ 

with Bernstein (32).and returned to in the Accumulation ()3)• It is 

also one of the thestiis whose importance the Marxists thf.'mselves did 

not realize (there is no men:cion of it in Bu_charin or Lenin, who both 

wrote after she did), but which is today considered essential in all 

analyses of U. S. capHalisrn, beginning wi.th Baran and Sweezy' a ( 34). 

J oan Robi.m~on :~.l::;o notes in this rer~2.rd: 11 Th![! analysis which best fits 

Rosa J,uxernburg' s own argument, and the facts, is that armaments urovide 

a,h outlet for the imreetJ~ent of surplus ••• which, unlike other kinds 

of investment, Oi!.'eatee·.· no .. ;futmher problem by increasing productive 

c~pacity ( ••• ) And something like it is now widely accepted as being 
•. 

true• (35). 

It is therefore not uurprisinp; tlE!t in <-2 recent debate on :iT'l"Derj.al.

isrn an· ItallanJ:scholar wrote: "Yet today, for the purposes of a his

torical reexamination of the imnerialist phenomenon by Marxists, the 

heritage of Rosa Luxemburg is perha·ps in a certain sense more friutful 

than Lenin's" ~ (36) 

But Luxemburg's study must.also be seen from the standpoint of 

political strategy, all the more so since she wrote .it for reasons of 

~his sort and not for scientific interest alone. As is known, M;irX 

wrote that the socialist revolution, as t.he !\Oint of arrival of caplt£~1·

ist contradictions, would break out only w!len these contradictj.ons he.d 

reached a cr1tical point, vrhi.ch he tended to see in an econcw,j_c crisis, 

si.Tnilar to tbe one th<?.t had. preceded the revolutionary years l84B-4S. 

(37) But neither the followinr; cyclical crises nor the 17eat denression 

after 1873 had produced the revolutionary situation, so that by the 
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end of the Century it was not only :Bernstein and the revisionists who 

no longer believed in ,the econo:~ic crisis that would light the fuse 

of revolution. Rosa Luxemburg was the first to connect the socil3:list 
.. 

revo.lution with a crisis that was not economic, but rather political, 

i.e. war, in her polemics with Bernste1.n in 1P.98 (38), and she returned 

to the problem in ller re'))ort on this auestion. at the Inter•n::ctional 

Socialist Congress held in Paris in 1900, shortly after the con17,ress 

of her own party in lliainz, of which we have alreHd.y snoken.(39). Her 

diagnosis of the inevitability of imperialism and, consequently, of 

the imperialist war :Ln preparation, is therefore a call to the conscious· 
·. t.he 

ness of the proletariat to pre'!)are in time to meet ';· ·~:, incipient 

threat,.in such a way that tlJ.e im'!)eria.list war w:hll become the tomb of 

i!Ul)erial ism. In fact, it was she that proposed to the Internet:, j.onal. 
also 

Congress in Stuttgart in 1907 the famous resolution,Asir;ned by :rJenin 

and aDProved by ma,jority, which can be con;ddered tn a cert,ci.ri sense 

the eharter and birth date of revolutionary soctaJ·i.sm (40). It was 

on this resolution, reconf''i.rmed five ye:~rs li'. ter at the Basel Inter

n~tional Congress, that Lenin was to base his revolutionary nolicy 

against the War. And it was m;turally also with this aim of warning 

the party and mobilizing the ma>"Jses in view of the world. war (which 

she foresaw and predicted nerbtns :no re clearly than anyone else,. the,nks 

to her lucid analysis of i:rrperialism) that she had uublished her book 

and sought to· give a "scientific" derr.onstration of the inevitabHi ty of 

events. The noints of naivete, . exagrr,er"- t 5.ons and errors in 'Nhi.ch she 

certainly fell are but small defects when con:pared to her lucidness 

ip. tracin.&>" the funclamentec1 lines of cani t''l.list develonment ant'! in 

pointing to tpe pro:omects f'or the near future. 

0 0 0 

The political framework had changed when first Hucharin (1915) 

and later Lentn (1916) wrote tllei.r essays on imperiaH:iilm. The war 

had broken out, and the question was no longer simply to predict it 
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and mobilize the ma:;ses against the inci:oient danger, but to ex::o.l"ine 

'its causes and call t'1e mas<;es to draw the revolutj_onary conseou.ences 

from it. Aside from the differences in interpretation, and '11.;-;o j_n 

tempe-rarr~ent, among the authors, this chtinged "!'o"Lj ttcal framework 

i.n 11art explains the differences in approach between Luxemburg anrl 

the two .Bolshevic authors. Of the last two, .Bucharin (although his 

book las gone almost unobserved, since, although it was written f:irst, 

tt W?-S pub1ished after Lenin' 1s at the end of 1917 in Russia and was 

then buried under the events leading up to .Buch:-1rin's execution) woulcl 

seem to have been the most original, and his v1ork undoubtedly influ-.. 
~need Lenin's text, which is instead better constructed .( 41). 

Rosa Luxemburg had seen imuerialisro as the blittillding-up of a 

~orld market, in which the industrialized countries dominated the 

' less developed and clashed among themselves for a greater share !itl 

'!;his dominion. In the title and in the first chapter of his book, 

t!ucharin starts from the world economy. It is i:nnortant that right 

:t:rom the beginning imperialism is analyzed from the st«ndnoint of the 

(!nity of t11e s.vstem, seen as e. comuJ.ex of eco~iomic relationshi"PEJ• (42.), 

]?ut then the analysis of this up±tar.y system is not sufficiently 

developed and differentiated. Bucharin does spec1.fy, however, that 

·~the whole nrocess of modern world .. economic life boils' down to the 

production of surplus value and ita distribution among various ~ouus 

a:nd sub-groups of the bourgeoisie onthe basis of a continuous 
• 
extended reproduction of relations between two classes: the world 
t 
~roletariat on the one he.nd and the world bourgeoisie on the other" 

{43) •. The interesting thing in this definition -while it. is a little 

' over-simplified and not sufficiently differentiated .,.- is the conce-pt 

t.hat the basis of the world econmny, i.e. of imperialism, is the 
• reproduction of capitalist 'Production relat j.ons on the world scale; 

however, we do not fi.nd in this definition, aside from other di1'feren-
' 
tiations on which '3ucharin had not reflected, even a mention of· 



the uneoual nature, the domi~atjon-dependence nature, of the rela

tions the world market consolide.tes and reinforces, although Bucharin 

shows in his book that he was awe.re of them. 

In fact, in the preceding pages, he had already referred to the 

(livi!3ion of labor between the city and countryside, which is now 

re'Produced in all parts of' the world, not as a natural division:of 

labor·· that exists, but is increasingly leGs important, but re.ther 

~s a .division due to social reasons, i.e. brought about by the un

E!qual developlllent of the nroductive forces (a concent already develoned 

by Otto Bauer), since each country that industrializes behaves on the 

international level with res,nect to the agrarian regions.just as the 
' qi ties with respect to the countryside on the internal level (·44). 

Thus no country can be studied in isolation, as a closed economy, 

~ut only to the extent that it considered as a !Jart of this complex 
' 

which is the world economy, of this complex of relationshins that 

'j;ie it, directly or indirectly, to all the other countries. The 

\Vorld economy, in other words, is not the nroduct of a sum of national ,. 
$.conomies, 'Placed one beside the other, but rather of their rel<:tion-
' 
~hil)S and reciprocal tnterdenendence, o:f their "connection" (45). 

However, this conroJ.ex of international relations which make up 

the world economy has not yet re>:iched the same degree o·f organization 

that characterizes the individual national economies, and uarticu.l:J.rly 
; 

the more developed. The.nrincinal factors in the nrocess of or~ani-'· .. " ,_ 

zation of the develoned economies are the centre.Uzatj.on and concen

tration of c>;pite.l', which leads to the for!w.ticn of monopolies and 
• 
~rusts, both horizontal and vertical; the role of the 1Janks, whj.ch 
' leads to the fusion of bank ca'Oi tal and industrial c':.'!)Hal, ,.;iv:\,~1!!, the 

banks a leadership role (here to a large eY.tent he follows Hilferdi.n~' s 

~alysis) (46); and finally the State, thanks to increasing State 

intervention in tbe economy and - ... : . . ~- -. the creation of State 
..... •.';• .· 

economies favorj.ng cr:q:d.talist develoDment. "The na tj orwl economy is 

transformed into a si.np;le,. giant combined trust, whose shareholders 
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are the financi.al groU1)S e.nli t;he State. We shr.d.J. call fol·!na tions of 

thts sort State ca-pitali.st trusts" •(47). 

It is odd that Buchari.n is the only one a.aong the three :nn.~or 

h:arxist students of il~periQlisn we •lre con:::idering who am-ply, :c.no 

correctly, uointsun the importance of the role the State nlays in 

this urocess of economic organization, a role destined to l:Jeco:r1e 

increastngly i:rrport:::~nt in the future and certe.in]y es:J<.~nti?..l fo:r the 

deveJ.ol_)men t of i:11perialism. Eluct·,arj n knew r;erj'e et ly well th:"..t dt2te 

p9wer hed been 11sed. in the uast as a· weepon in the hands of l,}:e 

ruling classes on the economic level,as ~ell as the nol.itica~and th~t 

it had "ini;ervened as their "defender ano nrotector" on l;.h8 wor}d 

:r,e.rl{et, hut nevertheless "it bas never had the coJ.ossP-1. innortar.ce 

that it has in the enoch of f:i.nanci.al ca1'j_taj :i.sm and ir:1neria!.tst 

noliticsn (48). In fact, not onl.y does the St;c~te Jnterv-ene w:i.th 

tariffs and nrotec ti.onism, not only do its t·ore i.gn TlOlic~· and milit:~ry 

power protect nat i onaJ. ea. pi t<~l everywhere, but t't 2.lso tni;ervm:es 

directly in economic li.fe. "'~he rem.ains of the ·old ideolol:(y, of 

lai sse~. fa ire, ).aiS.§.£Z_ nasser, di :3al)pe:"r; ~.nd the epoch of the ·• new 

merchantilj.s;:> 1 - tmperiaJ.i:>Jil- begins (49). Quotin;': from Prof. Isaev 1 s 

1/i:i:rovoe Chzja._j_!>tvo, Bucha.rin no ints UP t.he orocec:s cf internenetra tj on 

betNeen economics :me polit:ics, which is a characterirrtic oi' ·the new 

h ' . l . ... .,. . " ( "0 ) "'h "' . t 1 p nse oi monopo. y ca:p1 oa~lSl" ~ • 1 e uta-ce apnara .us no onrr,er 

limits itse1f to providing the fi'amework within which caDitalist 

activity can unfold; it becol!les an integr2.l oart cm6 e. leader-shjp 

factor in this activity. In this way, the ,government is de :fac_~.9. 

transformed ir, to a 1 cowmi ttee 1 chosen by the represen·ta tives of the 

business organizations and becorr•.es the supreme manager of the St,cte 

canitalist trust (51). 

·:rhus strengthened ancl orge.nized in giant ;nononolies, coordinated 

among therr.selves by the banks and State intarvention, the nati.nnal 

econcmy is armed to confront foreign comneti t ion: to the extent th•.:t t 
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it disappears from the internal rr:arket as a result of the for..mation of 

mono:yolies,_ "competition becon1es almost totally 6'utside comnetition, 

·and it is clear that the organs of this 'outside' strw~';le, and in 

first n.lace State power, must be exceptionally strengthened" ·(52}. 

One of the most.imlJortant means in this strengthening is militarism, 

since outside co:npetition leads, as we shall see, to war. But a 

State of this nature cannot be a democratic State, and :oarlia,nent 
where 

i~· reduced to "a decoration11the decisions r:-reuared beforehand by the 

business organizations are rubber-stamped and where the collective 

will of the whole united bourgeoisie gimply findsz~iits formal con-

sacration" (53). . . Although presented in a clearly schematic form, 

.the process Bucharin describes is, in its general lines, the same that 

we are still witnessing with our own eyes; and on this essentl.al 

aspect of tmperialism as well,(the increasing transfer of decision

making power to centers outside parliament} he is the only one to 

call attention. Nor, writing in the midst of the world war, doe~ it 

escape him that the ~ar has further reinforced the phenomenon: 

"8:longside the strengthening of ·~he financial ce1pi tal groups, we must 

pqint out the colossal strengthening of the State in economic li.fe, 

wliich favors and coordinates the interests of the rulin.q; class, openinll: 

u~ the road to worse developments" (54). 

But what are the reasons that drive the developed national econo

m:j,es, so well organized on the nati.onal level, to seek external 

outlets, to acce1)t the cha !.lenge of inter·n:J.tional connetition, to the 

pqint of recourse to vm.r? In o!;J:te:r words, ,.,J,at is the cA.use of irn

nerialism? Bucharin' s answer to this question may seem uncerte.tn, 

since he gives three successive explanations, not only without con

necting them theoretically, but e.lso presenting each one in turn as 

if it we;ue the decisive one. Initially, perhaps in implicit po-lemics 

with Rosa I,uxemburg, he claj.Jns' that canital~sm is drjven tow1'-rds the 

outside by the trend towards a fall in the nrofit rate: "the rush 

towards a higher Date of profit is the motor of world canitalism" (55). 
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i3ut a little further on he instead returns to the Luxemburg theme: 

"t}je nresent development of c?..nit·~ lism, · . makin.o; the ·s·aie ol'.: 

·. o;' p~du.cts · incre·"sinf;J.y difficult, drives tne ruling classes of the 

various 'n•~tional' groups to an expt~nsionist oolicy" (56). Alons;

side 'these two laotivations, he then adds a th~rd: "the growing aspl.ra

tions of the capitalists in the individual 'n3.tl.onal economies' to 

enlarge their raw material markets" (57). He tJ1en returns to these 

"three basic causes behind the ')olitics of ccnouest of the ~odern 
. together, 

cari taJ.ist St;~:tes " (58) A but without any thorough analysis of the 

ca1Jitalist 1~echanisms underlying t!1em and with a tendency to oscilli!te 

between. the contradictions in the realize.tj.on of surplus value :'lnn 

the over-accu.r.m.latl.on of canital, i.e. between Luxenbur.<;'s ther,:is and 

what will shortly be T,enin' s. 

On the other hand, he descrj.bes the conseouences of thi.s situation, 

through the dialectics of the national economies and the world econo

my, .. wi:th su.fficl.ent efficacy ~~nd clarity. 'fhe national economies, 

as we have seen, tend towards increasing organi.zation, towards a 

cohesive structure, under the p1·e :<sure of the ~.;ig monopo1 ies and 

thanks to the coordin<'lting in·tervent ion of the State. And, as the 

system of relc~tions and trade·.among the n;:,.~i.one.J. econo1nies broP..dens, 

giving rise to ·t;he world economy, the sa·,Je trends towards con centra-

tion and centr.alization emerge on the intern"tional level, setting off 

si!~ilar l)rocesses of internation_al org?.nization of the econo~1y. ·In 

this area we can say that Hucllarin had .<_:reater foresight than Lenin; 

there is even a forewClrn:i.ng of the future international corporations 

ih his book (59),·and, in any event, he sees the internation•ll orgF,.nt

zation of caoital as a necessary trend. The outlook is therefori for 

a· cohesive organization of the ·Norld econorny as well: "the l)rocess 

of internationali::.ation of ca,..itaU.st interests we have described in 

the first section of our work acts as a powerful stimulus to the 

formation of an interna t iortal State caDi t~list trust" ( 60). But 

when i3ucharin was writin,q;, the process of orgo>.nization of the inter-

... 

,. 
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:l).ational economy was still at the e2rly st:"-ges, "1"/her·eas in the n~.tionr:1 

economies it was already very advanced·. ·i:hus the internH.tjonn.l nro

cess could not yet provide in:?tru::nents capable of solving the. develop

:nent reouirements of the nation11l eco:lomies peacefully. Th·e war in 

nrogrese atood as living testimony to the .g1·eater strength of the 

national organizations: the incipient "(lrocess of j_nterne:tion8.lizatj.on 

"is counteracted by another still stronger trend, the strongest trend, 
a 

the trend towards the nationalization of cani tal and A clol3ing•np·:·Within 

national confines'' (6ili). 

The si tua ~ion of the world econolily thus -pre.o;en ts the follo·rtina: 

picture. On the one h:,~nd, as a result of the J~w of unequal devel.o't)-

Jnent ·between industrialized 3t:"tes a.ncl agrarian StHtes, "the ·.-:orld 

-productive systen: assumes ( •.• )the following form: a certain number 

of comuact and organized economic bodies (the 'great civilized powers') 
:- . -

and a periphery of non-developed countries with an agrarian and semi

~garian structure" (62); on the other hand, as a result of the expan

sionist drives of the industrialized economies, a bitter comuetitive 

struggle among the great national trusts, and t.1e States that exoress 

their needs, to extend. their own !lntetwoi:ks ( .•• ) of international 
· to 

subordination over the backward economies" (63) and"absorb "whole 

countries that are violently torn :f·rom thetr own economic centers -and 

shut up within the economi.c system of the victorious • nati.on'" ( 64). 

'!'he result of this merciless colnpetitive struggle among the irnperia'J.ist. 

~tates, of these "compact national g:rouns ar1•1ed fro:n heacl t.o toe e:nn 

1:eady to jump on .),?.eh other from o:1e "iOl!tent to the next" (fi5) c0.nnot 

tie but war. 

Bucharin a.lfw nrecedes Lenin in his atte.ck,,on the ultra-imoerial

ism of Kautsky: he recognizes that the -process of internationalization 

o·f capital tends to repi·oduce the need for a:.sltrn.ctured and coh~si.ve 
I 

ea-pi t2.li.st organization on the international level, as has already been 

created within the individual States, but he feels that the re()uire-
-' 

rrients of i.mperialism, which push towards increasinBlY strong nation?.l 
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lead 
organization, will to armed conflict before the process of inter-

nationalization can be o.ccompliBhed. In other words, as we have 

alr~ady said, the forces pushing ·towc:rds war ( inter-imperiali~t con

flict) are stronger than those pushing towards }leaceful organization 

(the· process of organization of the internati:one.l economy). Natur~tlly, 

a series of we.rs might lead in the last analysis to a super-imperial"

ism, i.e. to the affirmation of one State over all the others, but 

this ·can occur only in a mechanical vision of the historical nrocess 

which ignores class conflicts. Because "a series of wars takine; 

place without interruption and on an ever la.rger scale will i.nevitabJy 

nrod.uce a oislocatjon of t.he social forces" (56), i.e. the socialist .. -
revolution. It is true that the outbreak of the fii>rst war has ])re

duced the ouposite nhenomenon - the socialist ·parties have rallied 

around their respective bourgeoisies to support the imperialist war. 

This is because imperialism, thanks to its super-profits, has been 

able to offer 

a coincidence 

privileged conditions to the working c.lass and establi,1b 

of immediate interests (itaJ.ice ours, L; B. )~6~~~ch has 

led the worl!:ing class to forge-,; the deep cJ.as. ant8.gonism for the 

moment. But the few extra ·rennies in wae,es obtained by the Euronean 

workers are nothing when cor.:mared ·~o the r:lill ions of workers massacrer1: 

the masses cannot ignore this reality. 'l:he class logic once more 

asserts its rights and the masses "begin ( .•• ) to < • '.' the front of 

the imnerialist war, turning it into civil war against the bourt-r.eois

ie" (68). The revolution will necessarily precede Kautsky's ultra

imperial ism or suner-imneriaU.srn. 

~l'his, j_n synthesis, is Bucharin' s book, whtc·h sees the roots of 

imperialism in the contrast between the develonment <if the -oroductive 

forces and the limitations of na i;j onal econo:nic orgc':niza t ion.· To 
in large 

a certain extent, it anticipates Lenin's cor:centi.on, in that .. ·· · .. - · 
nart , 

:·_.:~.·.; .. :-·.• it accepts llilferding' s same conc.l.usions 1 the form:?.tion of 

mononolies under the pre~sure of financial canital) and ends wi~h 

the same argu!!.ent against Kautsky and ultra-imperialislei 1 in the name 
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of the certainty of the revo1 ut ion. Hut it also contai.ns new ideas 

that we do not find in Lenin ahci that make this book richer than 

Lenin's, although less vigorous. "There c<:m be no doubt," Jalee 

writes,nthat Bucharin's work and anulyses effectively !1elned ·Lenin" 

(69): ·a rees·te.blished recognition of an at least nartj.al derivation 

is necessary. 

0 0 0 

It should be clecor that if we i1ave dwelt so long on Lu..'{e:nburg 

and Bucharin, it ig primarily beca.use tbe;y ar:e authors tha.t Stal.ini sm 

for long J?lisunderstood, libelled or, in ttJ.e best of cases, ig.'lored. 

Ne thus ·felt the need to restore theTa to a more ,..,roC\er' lJosi·ticn in 

e. nece:osarily re:fl.id excursus over tl1e his<bory of the J'~rx:i.!ot theory 

of imperialism. For just the opposite rea.sons ·.ye do net t!Jink it 

necessary to ex-oound Lenh1' s th-:>ught in any detail, both beca.use it 
,. 

i? universally !mown and because anyone who wants to reestab1i:.;h a 

proper scale of values mu~>t necessarily strhre to ·m~ea.k down the· 

myth of perfection built up around tl1is as other of TJ'"ni.n' s wri.tings. 

Among otber thinf!:s, the dogmatization of Lenin's work over a period 

of almost fifty years has contributed more to hindering than encourFlg

ing studies on the more recent develonments of i:rroerialisrn ( 70). 

We shall therefore only briefly recall the outlines of i~enin' s 

reasoning. Towards the erid of the. last Century, a new phase ouened 

in the history of canit:?.J.i.sm, characterized by transi t).on from t'he 

previous competitive phase to the formation of great industrial mono-
.. 

polies,. thanks to processes of centraliz.ation and concentration •. The 

-process was encouraged by the new role assumed by the .be.nlrs which, 

having also reached monopoly dimensions, in.:practice controlled almost 

all the liquid capital ana could intervene directly in the productive ,. 
n:rocess: the result was a fusion between bank ca,..ite.l and industrial 

cani tal, a symbiosis betw"'en banks an(1 industry, to use Bucha:rin' s 

formula, which Lenin borrowed. · Here we are stl!ilil·.substantilly! back··l 
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with Hilferu.ing and Bucharin 1 the two books which, together with 

Hobs on 1 s 
1 

exerted the p;rE:atest influence over Lenin 1 s work. 'file 

birt.[l and growth of the great :tlonOl10lies not only increased th~ 

volume. of proauction, but also permitted the realization of extra

proffts, and this led to two thj.ngs: on 1:lle one he.nd, the -possibHHy 

t<;> grant some wage increases in favor of a worker aristocracy, which 

thus came to constitute the rank and file for op-portunist tendencies 

and led to the s:pli t within t.he working class rnove:nent; and, on the 

other, an enormous excess in capital, since the wage increases involved 

were always ouite modest. Since it could not find employment at home, 

this ex~ess had· ·te .. be exported: the exportaUon of caui tal thus ·. 

became the characteristic of monopoly cal)italism, ;just as the exnort

a1;ion of cormnodities had been the characterj.stic of competitive can-

i tal ism. ·rhe export at ion of capital (alongside which the ex-portt•~ tton 

of commodities and the search for raw materials continue to play a 

role) drove those -powers where the mononoly process was advanced to 

seek ever-new territories to subject to their o_wn dmninio.n, and thus, 

even before the end of the XIX Century, we arriv-ed at the dl.vision o_f 

the whole world on the basis of the existing be'!.J.a.nce of power. 

The dominant "Oo.wers, Lenin says, here follo.wing Ho.bso.n, will 

iftcreasingiy live on the income returned by their investments in the 

co.lonies and will increasing,t:y become countries of rentiers and 

pe.rasites. But they will be thi:eatened in this their privileged 

p?sitio.n by the countries that are still growing. In fact, since 

there are no longer any free territories ;,o annex, since the whole 
•. 

IYbD'ld has already been divided up, every time the uneiqual oevelonrr.ent 

of the monopoly powers upsets the old power balance, it will be 

necessary to uroceed to a redistrtbution, which can only take 11le.ce 

through a war.. In this sense, tbe develoo···.ent of the monOtJO l. ies an cl 

,,_,ri~'.lis:n, :~s K:mtsky l!Y'edi.cted., is c1ec;tjnerl to shB-r,Jen the conflicts 

and war all the more, as Luxemburg and Bucharj.n had a] ready e.ffirmed. 

• 
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Nar utust therefore be considered an inevi. tab] e conseque·nce of imperial

ism. Hence the neces<>ity for tile <Jrolctariat to rebuild its revolution

ary unity in the struggle ae:ainst imperialism and war, as called for 

by the resolution of the Interm,.t:Lt>nal Socialist Congress of Basel. 

In 'this trea t1aent we do not find any attempt at theoretical 

exnlanation of the deep-seated contradictions that force canitalism to 

become .imperialist, or, if you ?refer, of inrperi:>.lism' s nature as an 

answer to these contradl.ctions, as carried out t1y Rosa r.uxemburJl; a.nd 

in.part also by.13ucharin. It is nrobable that Lenin had such an exnlcn

ation in mind, but it is useless to look for it in the book '"-nd not 

lefSitimate to seek it i.n lli.s ee.rly w:r.it:i:ngs on the prosnects of canita1-

ism in Russia, ~~s a nu~,,·oef' of sc.hol2..rs have clone, since few writers 

r1ore than Lenin write with such an adherence to the nresent, ~:and it. is 

not l.JOSSible to tr::lnS1JOSe hts thoughts over a 1Jeriod of twenty ye:.;.rs. 

·Ne. do find in Lenin's book an accurate descri]Jt ion of some of the 

inj;ernal mechanisms of imT)erie.l ist develoT.lment, but more than an 
a 

or~g'.inal analysis, what we really have is,.rear.rahgement of ::ar.guments 

al-ready treated by other authors. Naturally, it. is not ,just a servile 

repetition: the effort necessary in linking them to"sether logically 

at times reouired a different evaluation of the nhenomenon. .!!'or 

examp~e, many descriptions ure taiten from Hobson, but they are nlaced 

in: a different contex·t from that used by· Hobson, who was a lioeral. 

ecpnomist. For Lenin, imperialism is a necessary phase in canit~list 

develo1lment; whereas Hobson saw other solut.ions which J,enin excluded. 

Even Lenin's centra], arglJlnents -the transitl.on from the competitive 

to· the monono1y economy, the role of financial ca'>ital, the transition 

from exnortation of commodities to ex-portatj.on of ca-r:it::l.l - can, to a 

large extent, be found in Hilferding and Bucllarin, and, as con.cerns 
- ' 

the 'Oart he dealt with, in Hilferif; ng they are tre2.ted in greater 
; . 

de1)th. As concei!ns the different meaning of exoortation of cor.modities 

and exl)ortation of ca-pital (which, according to Lenin, is 'Precisely 

what characterizes the transition to imperialism), Lenin's analysis 
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lacks a theoretical explanation. Lenin does no" exclude - indeed he 

repeats, as did Rosa Luxemburg and Bucbarin after her - that the 

exportation of cani tal can be useful in 11reparing the exportation. of 

co:n.'!lodi_ties {:71), but there is not the slightest mention of the con

nectjon between-the -phenomena, iu the sense of ll'iarx's statement that 

'' ••• capital is made up of commodities and therefore the oYerproduction 

of ca-pital implies an· GVE,rpr.oduction of commodities" (72). 

Lenin himself does not try to hide his sources: the definition of 

financial capital j_s taken as it stood from Hilferding (73), as Bucha

rin had also done, for that matter. It is true that :t:li.e _--:latter is 

only cited once, whereas he is often present in the text, 'but this 

_i~ probably because Bucharin's book had not yet been published, al

though I.enin had read it in JUanuscri pt and written the preface, dated 

December 1915. Lenin also makes use of Bucharin's arguments to a 

large extent in his po.le!llics against Kautsky' s ul tra-ir.rperie.lisrn, 

but in a more forceful form. 

The theory of unequal development, which we have a.lready encounter

a~. in Bucharin (and before him, in Otto Bauer) .J.S also invoked by· 

Lenin, but not in the sense of slower development on the part of the 

more ·backward countries. Indeed, Lenin considers ,just the ounosi te 

hypothesis. 'l'hat is, he considers the case of less developed covntries 

w~ich, by means of an accelerated growth rate, catch un with the more 

acj.vanced co1mtries and consequently delrland a redivision of the deuen

dent markets and territories, on che basis of the new po~er balance 

created by t.hei.r growth. And he uses the exa:nnle of Ger;;,!?.ny which 

s~arted· off from positions much more backw.?.rd than England and is no•.v 

in a no si tion to challenge her. The theory that the :r:ore deve1o-:::ed 

States, beginning with l!:ngland, wi.ll turn into r~nt:i,_er-St2.tes, i.e. 

into States based on a rotten parasitic capitalism living on its . 

c'!upons, which 1~enin borrowed from Ho bson, has "Proved to be untr1~e; 

and it is difficult to underwrite Hobson's 1)icture (which r,enj_n 

accepts as ·completely right" (74)) of a Western E.'urope transformea 

>-- ..... , 
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into a land of rich, lazy aristocrats with a large followin~ of ser

vants and tradesmen, from which "all the main art;erial industri-es uou1d 
' ' 

·have disappcar.ed-. the staple foods and ;nanufactures flowing in as 

a tribute from Asia and Africa" (7~). Personally, we do not under

write .the theory of tt1e worker aristocracy either, ~:ince we feel the 

roots of opportunism are more general and dee-,.er, i.e; they are inher

ent in ""the nature of canitalist relations tnem<>elves and cannot be 
(76) 

reduced to an excentional case. Finally, J,enin' s book is completely 

lacking in some very important analyses, such as the new role of 

the St2.te (Lenin does no more than cj_te a few· cases of corruut offJ.-

cials or 'personal unjons' among canitalists ancl noliticians (77), 

whereas "Bucharin had already gone into the uroblem with p.;reater depth), 

or the processes of cavitalist organization first on the nl!!ttonal n.nd 

then on the intern::\tionc>.l level, which Bucharin had also dealt wjth. 

For the rest, des-pite these weaknesses, Lenin's analysis is 'Hell

documented and "Persuasive, and certain important asuects, such as·the 

formation of. monopolies and the exportation of ca-rital, are clarj_fied 

very effectively. But, in our opinion, the error of all .Leninists who 

insist on making Lenin's text a sort of Gos-pel, or, in any event, a 

theoretical work that exhausts the theoretical analysis of imneri&lism, 

is that of forgetting that all of Lenin' a wi:·i tings, from What is to be 

Done? to State and Revolution, were above all practi.cal battles, con

ceived and wri.t·ten in relation to the -practical goals he was setting 

out to reach at that particular moment. Ji'rom this "llOint of view, 

Le~in's Imperialism is a complete success, in that it ~resents an 

absolute adherence to the historical 1noment in which it was wri. tten, 

a high level of concreteness and an effectiveness in its polenics

against the opportunists and social-patriots that would be difficult 

to equal. It is no accident that authors deab.ng with the r.roblem of 

imperialism from a theoretical point of view often affirm the su-perior

ity of Rosa Luxe~~~burg (78), whereas in the JC;ost recent debates on 

imperialism, with the exception of the servile reiterators who are now 
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a minority, the best r.eninic<ts now correctly place their· emphasi:; on 

the book's value as a political weapon in the struggle ar,;P..inst the 

parti:es of the Second Internatiom!.l and as a :neans of revolution?..ry 

mobiliz~tion. li'rom this standpoint, which was probably the only one 

that interested 'Lenin at the time, Imperialism lives up to the best 

of J.enin' s works, which is why it still has a hold on readers today 

that goes far beyond tbe intentions of the author himself (79). , .. 
To·sum up, if we seek a theoretical explanation of the nature:of 

imperialism in ·Lenin's book, we do not find it; if we seek a·desctip.:.' 

t1pn:·· of :imperialist mechanisms, we find some valid answers, together 

with som~ omissions; if we seek the effects of imperialism·, we see 

.the emergence of inter-imperialist war; and if, at last, we seek an 

inl?trument of propag:-!nda and e.gi tat ion, we find a masterl~' book. 

<! 0 0 

Anyone who has studied today's imperialism can easily grasp 

thf! deep changes that have occurred in the situation since the period 

in which the books we have examined were written. We mur.it therefore 

ask the oue:::tion: are the classics still useful i.n the study of 

mo?ern im'l)erialism? 

We believe that the primary 'task awaiting scholars.today is e. 

sy13te:r.atic re-examination of the historical situations thrcu,o;h whi eh 

ca'nitallsm has passed in the various countries - in the formr!tive 

nhase, in the following phase of develon:;i•7nt '1.nd finally in the 

transition 'to the imperialist phase: situations that are not the 

same for Britain a.nd Germ:otny, for :france 9.nd the Uniteo States, hut 

which, nrecisely because of their d iversi t:t, allow us to distinguish 
I -

t}1e essential characteristics from those tied to the specific con

ditions of any particular country. Today the economic h.istori.ans have 

tr.athered suffici.ent material on which to work to allow Karxists to 
.o ' 

give an ade(!UBte answer to the theoretical problem of the nature of 

imneriaJ.ism at long last. On this specific '!)oint, we feel that Rof;fl. 
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Luxemburg is still the most helpful author·. In this re,:,;ard, we 8h:>.re 

the ouinion of the Venezuelan economist A:trnando .Corddva, who t1as 

contributed so much to the study of the problem. He writes: 

"Since his concern was essentially to atudy capitalisM as an 

economic regime in itself, ill<:rx necessarj.ly had to construct a 

'closed' model. Therefore the connections between this essential 

and a·bstract model of the '~1ode o±' ca:9i tali.<<t nrorlu.cti.on a.nd the 

corres"flonding relations between production e.nd ci!·cule.tion' and the 

colon:Lal and semi-colonial •vorld of his time are nract icnlly non

extstent, reduced to one historical writing i~ so far as they had 

constitu~~ed im11ortz.nt sources of' nrimitive c:;rpital].st accumulati<m, 

a. "Drocess which, v;ith respect ·to the ·.Vestern :E:uro·:.)e of his day, he 

considered 1nore or less co1:1-pleted. Hot that I.i:~rx wi?.S not z.ware of 

the fact that the flow of surplus from tlJe>;e countries would never 

stop, but ra·ther he considered this flow to be the result of particu

larly advantageous trade transact).ons carried out by the canit:o.Ust 

countries with the dependent periphery or as resulting from the ex-

plqitation of other for:ns of non-canitel'i.:>t production relations; 

an appro13.ch which, in any case, seems rather li.,ri.ted at n:rcsent. 

'l'he task of reflecting on the direct exploitatj.on of the surr,J.us 

created in the dependent countries as an importar.:t co:nplel'lent of the 

su:p:>lus value expropriated from the metropolitan working class was 

to~fall on Lenin and the other ~arxists of the ~nperialist neriod, 

I think, however, that it was Rosa Luxemburg who more clearly th= 

anyone else saw the li:nitations o:!:' a :uodel baced on the excludve 

predominance of surplus value nrodetction in the dor:Jinat:i.:~;; cou!1trles, 

for the :nurposes of understanding ttJe world natv.re of extended can-

i talisi; accumulation" (1.\0). 

After having cited Rosa 1;uxe;riburg' s famous '!Jassage on the two 

aspects of accmnulation (8il), Cordova contl.nues: "Without attc'~ntiu"g 

to go into the other asuects of the author's controverro;l' vdth j,;arx, 

I feel that the noint of view we are discussing, aside frow constituting 

• 



an evident enrichment of illarxian theory, represents a contributi.rm of 

gre>:lt value for the U.."lderstandtng of cani talist r1eveloprnent an cl its 

effects on th~ dependent periphery, since,, alongside the exploitati0n 

of the surplus value produced by tne metropolitan workers, H. attri.

butes ~n absolut.e historical continuity to :the exnro!Jriation by the 

metropolitan capitalist countries of' the surplus product created in 

the dependent countries" (82). We agree ·that it is from here that we 

must start for a develonment of the theory. 

Having esta.blished that, from out poi.nt of view, the "mains!Jrint.;" 

of imperialism is the process of accwnulation_in a system of "world 

economic inter-dependence" ( 83), we r.JUst _immediately add t~at w:i.tM.n 

this system of world economy, the attention of the classical wri.ters 

was concentrated on the develoned capitalist cou.ntri.es, considering 

. ,. 

the others only as ob,iects of exploitation. ·rhis was natural enough, 

since our authors dealt with the problem of :i.mperial:i.sm in relation to 

the study of the historical necessity (Luxemburg) or the causes (Bucha

rin and Lenin) of the world war, i.e. of an inter-imperialist war. 

And for them, an inter-imnerialist war repreHented a moment of revolu

tionary crisis. 'rhe essential r>roblem at that moment was therefore 

to orient the working class movement in relation to the war that was 

a:rll'lroaching (I,uxernburg) or in progress ( Bucharin and Lenin) and the 

following developments(84). Nevertheless, it seems strange that none 

of them felt the need to go into the uroblern from the other s:i.de, the 

side of the colonized countries, ·which Hilferding had alre8.dy touched 

on: in his book (85). ~nihy J~enin goes so far as to quote Hilferding' s 

pa13sage, but without adding anything of hj.s own (86). But it was 

thjl same Lenin who was to grasp the practical importance of the nrob

lern, and, initially in polemics with. Luxemburg, reaffirm the imnortance 

of wars of nattonal liberati.on (87), later wak:i.ng it one ef,',the fle_gs 

of the Third International, whi.ch W?.-S to co:1tri"bute to raisint=t U"\l the 

neol:lle s of Asia ae;ai.nst inrperj.u.J. ist domina. t ion ( 88). And tl1i s was 

Lenin's decisive contribution to the analysis of i!lmerialism, a cor..tri-

1n.ition of revolutionary action • 

• 



As it led to underestimating the revolutionary role of the dene.n

dent peoules '· the emphasis -placed on inter-imperialist conflicts also 

led to:,rejecting the hypothesis, of which Bucharin and Lenin were 

aware, ot a successive phase called super-imperialism or ~,:.1 tra..:.i;nperial

ism. Naturally, they were correct in rejecting _the Kautskyan hypothesis, 

which, particularly in the course of the war, had extremely dangerous 
., . 

political im-plications. And they were also right in maintaining that 

the inte·r-iJaperialist conflicts would have continued. However, as on 

the natinnal level the conflicts between the great olie;onolies and 

groups had not only not prevented, but actually f'avored forms of or,q;ani

zation that avoided the worst of tensions.- attrition and.imbalance 

by means of inc1·eased State intervention, so on the internation<l-1 level 

the trend tow?.rds forws of cohesive organiza·tion, dominated by the 

strongest groups, which would not el.iminate the inter-imperi.r.list 

contradictions, ·but would limit recourse to armed conflict, was oestined 

to progress. In other words, tJJe pheno~1enon which h€<S enterged since 

the Second World War - no longer a period of inter-imlleriaJ.ist W:'l.rS 

among powers each trying to wrest certain territori.es out o:f the hands 

of another, but rather a peri.od of hierarchiccl organization of the 

ll"orld market by means of mechanisms that ensure the strongest grou11s 

a greater share of worl.d.'.do.minion(89). 1'he fp.nctions the· State fulfHs 

through its agenc::ies on thenational level are, on the internl'.tional 

level, mainly perforrr,ed by the dominant imperialism, U. S. imperialism, 

through a whole series of· international agencies under its control, 

of super-national economic areas, of· sub-imperial :i.sn:s in some countries 

under its domination (Brazil is the primary example) and,finally, of 

vassal ruling classes in most cmmtries. "Bucharin' s, and even more 

strongly Lenin's, hope or certai.nty that the world revolution would 

sweep away imperialism before this process could be conp~~ted has not 

come true, and the world workin~ cle.ss movement would be mistaken if 

today it placed its cards on future inter-imperialist wars - althou~h 
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there is no reason to exclude they will net take place, as there is no 

ref!son to exclude new world economic crises. Bu·t there can be no 

uoubt. that· i~nerie.list canitalism is no longer so anc-,rchic~~l as it 

was in the !JaSt and that it has so1u;ht remedies to· guard against ther;e 

two da1:1.."ers. 

Also lacking in the classics, bec.;tUse it did not yet exist in 

concret·e form, is the whole emerging problem of the existence of e: 
vast COFlplex of States that. have elirnj.m~ ted the ca:ni talist mode of 

l'll'Oduction and, while taking part in interne.tional trade, elucle the 

snares of interns.tional ex:plo].tation. 

• 

Another imuort:?..nt noint, on wh1.ch we fj.nd little fi!nH"ih?enlS&nt in our 

authors, are iihte:tn&.:tional ea pi tal ism's new instru:ments of dor~":ina·t;ion, 

after the alll!.ost total abolition of the direct colonial re~Sime. ~hese. 

represent a comDlex series of economic, financial, monet;ary, "'lOlit:ical, 

cultural and technological, etc. instrUJnents 1 on whic!J, desDi te the 

proliferation of studies, a vast field of research is still open,. but 

which it is not our job to investigate here. But even with res-rect to 

th~ problems the classical writers dealt with at length (exnortat.ion 

of cani tal and conunodi ties and the search for raw materi<?.ls) new . " 

IDE!phanisms have emerged Which radiCRlly alter r:J.any old a'(luroaches: 

here we are thinking 'J)articularly of the multi-n.::d;ional corporat:Lons 

and the conglomerates. In the se cases, not only is ·the nro b1em of 'the 

relationship between indus.trial and bank capital overcome; much more 

ill)portant is the fact that through the multi-national corporations, 

the great giants of imperialism also overco:ae tariff barrj.ers an(! 
' -

cono.uer markets from within, setting up factories in other count:bes, 

both underdevelo'!)ed and develoued. But to the extent th:?.t they con-
,, 

o_p.er the markets from wi tllin - i.e., in uract ice, 'buying or.·. eeta blishing 

firms within foreign countries - to· the same extent they remove fro!'l 

l.i:fe O.epends to a .o;r;_,,.lter or ie:as·er-extent, since - no matter how much 

atitonorny is left to the dependent fir;ns - the inport?..nt decisjons are 

<t ..• 

• 
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always made at the center. And this loss and transfer of decision

making centers, which may affect the v1hole economic life of a country -

part'i,cularly if. placed in the general context of international relations, 

i~cludip.g conditional loans, unstable market prices, etc. - c·onsti tuilles 

one of the most ·important aspects.of modern imperialism. 

In relation to this aspect, i.e. the establis~ent of factories 
.. 

in denendent countries, we must cone.ider two other asnects wn i.ch the 

classical writers did not. The first concerns tile exportation of 

cani tal: toda:y-, in fact, the profits made by firms be Umgin~ to a 

multi-national corporation, together with the· interest on loans, gives 

r:i,se to ~ flow of capital from the dependent countries to ·the d.orninant 

.c~untries, in many cases greater than the flow in the ormosite direc

tion. Therefore we are no longer witnessing the general phenomenon of 

exno:ctation of capital fro ut the developed countries to· the less devel..:. 

oped, but also, to a large extent, the op;>osite phenomenon. ·rhe second 

aspect is tectmology. •reclmological nro.!<;ress has been so rapid in 

the post-World War II perj.od that nowadays the hypo·thesis of a back

W~?,rd country succeedinf, in catching up with the more advanc.ed technolo

gies with its own Iiteans can be conaidered impossible. Japan and : 

Ital~r represent perhaps the last two examples of countries that arrived 

late to industrial development but have managed to reach internationally 

competitive technological levels, while remaining within the framework 

of capitalist relations. Aside from these two, the other countries, 

such as the Soviet Union, have succeeded only after having broken the 

bqnds of deuendence on the caui talist market. Now the classical ivri ters 

generally started from the hypothesis that the industrialization of 

the underdeveloped countries could raise their level of develonmept. 

' Today, instead, the great lean forw;-~rd tme.de by technology per1ai ts, 

or actually encourages, the more advanced countries to expel from 

their own productive process the less advanced tec1molog~_es, those 

characteristi-c of the first industrial revolution, which can instead 

be transferred to the less aeveloDed countries. Therefore the indus~ · 
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trializ•"-tion of these countries, rather than shortening the dj.stances, 

actually accentt<ates and consoltoates the supremacy of the domtrw.nt 

economies. 

It'is not :Ln the: scone of this report to analyze e.ll the new 

asnects of today's imperiaJ.isrn. 'fo conclude, we should like to under-
' line t}.\ree noints: 

a) the first is that, despite all theoe new asnects, today's 

imnerialisrn is_a logical develo-pment of yesterday's imperialism, 

just as yesterday's was a logical development of the previous nhase 

of· caui tal ism. ~ehe deep reasons for this development are in the . 

nature of capitalism itself and its contradictions (its basic contra-

. diction above all), and the classics can help-us in studying these 

new ·developments as they studied the previous develcp:nenta·, supplying 

theoretical and methoiiological instruments as well. 

b) the second is that, wnile we are ,,ueaking of me.ny diffErent 
. 

new aspects, we do not in any way consider them to be inde·oendent one 

of the other, but rather all connected to what we conslder a new 

~ .• 

phase of ca:9italist develo-pment. It is still correct to speak of 

imperialism, but only if we admit that the imperialism about which the 

classical authors wrote was not in reali t.v the final nhase of capital

i~rn; we are now living a new phase, all of whose mechanisms and 

e:ffects we have not yet grasped. And this prevents us from eJ.aborating 

avalid anti-imperialist strategy. 

c) the third and last -point concerns -,>recisely this strategy. 

l'he :problem is no longer that of the inevit3.bility of inter-jm-oe:rialist 

wars and the revolutions they may produce, and much less that of a 

general economic crisis that wi.ll spark the revolutionary fire. 

The problems are infinitely n1ore complex, and if, on the one hand, as 

we have observed, the colonial world has started to move and becone 

a protagonist, it would, in our o<>jnion, ·ile deeTJlY mi.staken to give 

into to the "Third World" thesis, accc:rdin,«: to whj_ch iwcerialis!n ·can 
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only be defeated by an attack fro:n the outside, i.c-l. by the peonles 

of the "cou..11tryside" or the "lleriphery". Undoubtedly the j.mnorta.nce 

of the wars of liberation is enormous, but we J:cuc;t not forget the.t, 

precisely because they are wars of liberatton a{\ainst a foreign domin

ation, the social Jnotivations are strongly intenvoven with national 

motivat:i,.ons, and a war. of li be rat ion can also end with the vtctory. of 

a bourgeoisie (bureaucratic, j.f not industrial) which maintains its 

country within the confines of the canitalist world. Vietnam, whHre 

the social and national motivations are harmoniously fused, is more 

anilexception than a rule.(90). But, on the other hand, it is true that 

the difference in living conditions between the woDkers in the dominant 

countries and th.ose in the dependent countries is so great as to rende2· 

anything but evident the ties of solidarity that should unite them~ 

althour;h the worker continues to be exploited in any sta;:;e of cani·tal

ist development, this exnlo i tat ion can never be transL':!.ted into cij.rect 
·' 

political. action, but must necessarily pass throufih a ·cultural media-

tic:in. And it is particularly in this 2-rea that the mystification cf 

consciousness can produce deep-reaching u11sets fmd rlevia t :ions. 'Phe 
' 

field of cultural struggle, today one of the most ne.<:>;lected by the 

international working class movement~which leaveo itse1f open to 

models of life im-posed by the ruline class' is im~tead one of. the most 

important. On this nroblem as well, perhaos, Rosa :r..uxemburg •.vith her 

writi.ngs can he a useful .guide in· 01Jenj.ng up new roads. 

Lelio Baooso 

The author a1Jologizes for not having been <:Oble to 1 ocate jn ti.me 

all of the texts or trans1ations in English editions. A number of the 

citations, in !lartj_cu.lar those from Bucilarin, lvwe been re-translated 

from the Italian"translatio~end the page references refer to the 

It:oilian edition, unless the English edi.tion 1:3 exnressly in:hca·ted. 
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capitalist strata.at home and in the outside world, the more it lowers 

the standard of living for the workers as a whole, the greater also is . . . 

the change in the day-to-day history of capital. It becomes a string of 

political and social disasters and convulsions, and under these co~ditions. 

punctuated by periodical economic catastrophes or crises, accumulation can 

go on no longer. But even before this natural economic impasse of'capital's 

own creating is properly reached it .becomes a necessity for the internation

al working class to revolt against the rule of capital" •. The Accumulation 

of Capital (London, 1951), 466-67. 



20. The concept affirmed in the passage•:.cited in note 19 also ap-pear:: 

more than once in the Anti-criticism: 11 But by means of this proces~ capi-

tal prepares its ovm collapse in a two-fold way. On the one hand, by 

expanding, at the expense of ail forme of non-capitalist production, it 

moves towards the moment when all mankind will consist solely of capital

ists and wage-earners, and therefore further expansion and hence accumula

tion will become impossible; on the other, to the extent that this trend 

unfolds, it sharpens the class conflicts and international economic and 

political anarchy to such an extent that even before the final conseouence 

of the economic development - the absolute and undivided domination of 

canitalist production in th.e world - is reached, it will :produce a: revolt 

. ~ the international proletariat against the persistenc~ of capitalist 

dominati~" (italics ours), in Die Akkumulatio~, £!!., 396-397. "NatttnP1 1-· 

this does not mean ( ••• ) that the historical process must or even can be 

exhausted down to the final limit of this economic· imp~ssibility"(italica 
ours), because as it advances towards this limit, capitalism produces 

"such a social and political· sharpening ef the contradictions of society 

and such unsustainable situatio:as that necessarily propare .the end of the 

dominant system", Ibid, 506. 

21. We must remember that for Marx the revolutionary ~raxis of the 
'. 

proletiart lies in "conscious participat).on in the historical process of 

social revolution that is unfolding before our eyes", Herr Vogt in 
•'· 

MEW, XIV, 439. 

22. "The best way to raise the energy ann revolutionary faith· of our 

militants is to once again show them the historical necessity, the logical 

a~:velopment ani! the previous victories of the revolution", "Co dalej?" in 

z doby revolucyjne;i, No. 3 1 "Czer\vony Sztandar" Editions (Warsaw, 1906). 
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23. Introduction to the English edition of Accumulation of Cauital 

(London, 1951), 28. 

24. Introduction to the Italian translation of Accumulation 

(Turin, 1968), XXVIII. In this regard, £!. also T. Kemp, Theories of Im
perialism (London·, 1967) • "She has not discovered the solution to the 

realization problem, but she has cast her light on some of its aspedta. 

She has not shown that the expansion of.capitalism into non-capitalist 

territory is the only means of furthering accumulation, but she has estab

lished a case for it being a necessary one~. (p. 56). "If historically 

one is justified in speaking not of one but of a complex of factors as - . 
contributing to the possibility of capitalist accumulation, nonetheless . 
it would hardly have been conceivable without the expansion into other 

·territories and societies which Luxemburg overemphasized in her theoretical 
' 
sections, and described vividly in the chapters on the historical.condi

}ions of acc~~lation". (p. 58). Ch. Palloix writes in turn: "the theoret

ically correct central contribution of Rosa Luxemburg's analysis lies in 

l!J.l!r determination of the contradictions in the capitalist mode of ]Jrcduc

tion, although she then uses it in the wrong place. And her theory of 
.· 

imperialism retains all its value when she demonstrates imperialis~'s 

nature as the external negation of the contradictiono in the ca"J)it~list 

mode of production'!,L'Economie mondiale capitaliste (Paris, 1971),7L. 

And finally, "Rosa Lu:xemburg's analysis represents an incomparable·contin

uation of lf.arx's analysis in that it clearly points. up the contradictions 

and limitations present in the concrete reality of the capitalist system 

for accmnulation ·and the realization of surplus valueR, o. Caputo, . R. 

Pizarro, "lmperia1ismo, Dependencia y Relaciones EconomicaseinternEI:ciona1es". 

Cuadernos de Estudios Socio Economicos, No. 12-13 (1970), 202-203. 
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25. Vienna, 1919. 

26. Accumulation, ci t. (Engli3h edition), 4~7 note. 

27~ On the political role of loans as a source of domination, Qf. 

Accumulation, cit., Ch. XXX, 418-446 passim. Furthermore, already at that 

time Roe~ I.W!Iemburg denouncedtlbhe cumulative process of debts, which is 

till characteristic of imperialist methods today. "These operations of 

capital, ·at first sight, seem to reach the height of madness. One loan 

followed.hard on the other, the interest oti old loans was defrayed by 

new loans, and.the capital borrowed from the British and French paid for 

the large orders placed with British and French. industrial capital", Ibid,, 

434. . 
28. Ibid., 416. 

29. Ibid., 421. 

30. ill£·' 430. 

31. J. Valier writes: nrn conclusion, we must observe that i:h all 

her historical analysis Rosa Luxemburg points up the contradictor,r 

development of the colonial and Sf!1ruicolonial economies: the penetration 

of foreign capital breaks down the feudal-type barriers to development in 
. t: OM m oc1 :ty 

theoe economies, it expands the e:ew-~ categories in order to build a 

market. But it only frees in order to·better enslave and imposes a 

domination that paralyzes all autonomous development. Rosa Luxemburg 

understands that the productive process is world-wide and based on a 

hierarchy, and she presents one of the earliest explanations of under

development resulting from imperialism", "Lea theories de l'impertallsme' 

de Lenine et Rosa Lu.xemburg", in Critiques de l'~conomie politique, No. 

4-5 (1971), 80. 

32. Qf• Rosa Luxembu:rg, "Sozialreform oder Revolution?" in P·oli tische 

Schriften, I (Frankfurt•, 1966)·, 77-78. 

33. "Further the multitude of individual and insignificant demands 
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for a whole range of commodities, which will become effective at different 
' times and which might often be met just as well by simple commodity. pro-

duction, is now replaced by a comprehensive and homogeneous demand'of the 

State~ :And the satisfaction of this demand presupposes a big industry of· 

the highest order. It requires the most favorable conditions for the pro

duction of surplus ·value and for accumulation. In the form of government 

contracts for army supplies .the scattered purchasing power of the consumers 

is·concentrated in large quantities and, free of the ~agaries and subjective 

fluctuations of personal consumption, it achieves an almost automa~ic 

regularity and rhythmic growth. Capital itself ultimately controls this 

~utomatic and rhythmic §cvement of militarist production through the legis

lature and a press whose function js to mould so-called 'public op~nion•. 

That is why this particular province of capitalist accumulation at·: first 

seems capable of infinite expanaior. All other attempts to expand markets 

and set up operational bases for c10.pital largely depend on historical, 

social and poli_tical factors beyonc the control of capital, whereas -pro

duction for mili·tarism represents E. province whose regular and progressive 

expansion seems primarily determinEd by capital itself", Accumulation,£!!., 

466. 

34. In Italy, this thesis ha11 been amply developed by P. Sylos-Labini 

in Economie capitalistiche ed ecom•mie pianificate (Bari, 1960). 

35. Op.cit., ~7-28. 

36. Cf. E. Galli della Loggia, "Analisi etorica e storiografica 

dell' imperialismo" in L' Europa del~.' imperialismo, "Quaderni storici", lio. 

20 (Ancona, 1971), 501. 

37. ·"A new revolution is posBible only as a consequence of a new 

crisis. But the one is just as sw:e as the other" in Neue Rheinisbhe 

Zeitung-Politisch-Okonomische RevUI~, lio. V-VI (Hamburg, 1850), 15). 

(MEW, VII, 440). 
1 

.38. "Sozialreform oder Revolu·~ion?", ill·, ~) • 

39. In this report Rosa LuxemJurg emphasizes "that the policy of 

L_ ________________________________________ _i ____ _ 
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militarism has become generalized and intensified under the form of the 

world policy of imperialism", that with this development, "bourgeois socit'!ty 

has entered into a new phase of its evolution; the capitalist world gain~ 

new impetus in its development" but "the fatal moment of its defeat is 

fast approaching". "Since this pol:!.cy is begj.nning to dominate all the 
·, 

internal and external policy of the capitalist world, socialist policy must 

organize its defense. It is time for the Socialist Party through its 

~epresentatives to officially acknowledge this world policy; it is precisely 

this that we intended to underline with our resolution ( ••• ). But it is 

not only to give new impetus to the day;to-day struggle, but also from the 

standpoint of our final goal, that a closer union among the proletariat of 

all countries on political questions is urgent today. Citizens, at the 

beginning o"f_ t~e socialist movement it was generally supposed that a great 

economic crieis would mark the beginning of the end, the great capitalist 

deb§cle. Today this hypothesis has lost many of its ~mxmxhtmx~~ proba

bilities; but H is becoming increasingly probable that it will instead 

be a great world-wide political crisis that will toll the bell for capital

ism. Therefore, citizens, if the c·apl.talist Marlborough goes off to war, 

from which he may never return, if· the world nolicy generates conflicts 

and unexpected, imponderable-events, we must prepare ourselves for the 

great role that sooner or later we shall have to play", Compte-rendu 

stenographigue non officiel de la version franQaise du cinguieme Congres 

Sociall.ste international tenu a Paris du 23 au 27 septembre 1900 (Parie, 

1901) 181-185. 

40. Internationale Sozialisten-Kongress - Stuttgart 1907 - vom 18. 

bis 24 .August (Berlin, 1907), 97. In an article by Zinoviev, "T•~ore on the 

Question of Civil War", published in the official organ of the Bolshevik 

Party Sotsialdemokrat, No. 51, February 29, 1916, and included in the 

collection of articles from this period edited by Lenin (N. Lenin, G. 

Zinoviev, Gegen den Strom. Aufs~tze aus den Jahren'l914-16, (Verlag der 

Kommunistischen Internationale, 1921),321-327) it is stated that the 

!Luxemburg amendment, which was presented in the name of the Russian as well 

' 
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as the Polish Party, expressed the opinion of the Bolshevik Party on the 

question of civil war and. that this opinion had net changed since 1907. 

Similarly, in'its resolution on the position of the socialist currents, 

the I Congress of the Third International used this amendment a~ a point 

of refez:ence for identifying the Marxist currents within the Second Titter

national. 

41. N.I. ~tcharin, Mirovoe Choziajstvo i Imperialism (Petrograd, 

1917); Italian translation: L'economia mondia-le e l'imperialismo 

(Rome, 1966). 

42. Op. cit., (Italian edition}, 110. 

43. Ibid.' 112. 

44. Otto· Bauer had already dealt with the problem in his study on 

nationalities, ·with particular reference to Central Europe and Austro

Rungarian E~pire. He arrived at the conclusion that as a result of dif

ferences in wage levels (for example, between German and Czech workers), 

the capitalists in the more developed countries came to appropriate not 

only the surplus value producted by their workers, but also a part of 

that produced by the workers in the less developed countries. Nationa1-

1tAtenfrage und die Sozialdemokratie (Vierma, 1907), 215 • 

. 45. Op. cit., 150. 

46. in Dae Finanzkapita1 (Vienna, 1910) 

47. Op.cit., 253. 

48. Ibid., 262. 

49. . !bid. • 264. 

50. ~·, 264. Bucha.rin quotes this passage from Ieaev: "the 

State creates new organs for thi.s purpose, a multitude of officials and 

agencies. On·every hand the content of State activity is enriched with· 
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ever new functions". 

51. Ibid., 269-270. In his Antidtlliring, Encels had already spoken 

of the :state's new functions as a collective ca~italist. 

52 •. Ibid., 263. 

53. Ibid., 270. 

54. .ll!l,g. , 30 3. Writing in the c·ourae of the world war, Bucharin 

points out how these phenomena had been particularly intensified: "along

side the strengthening of the financial capitalist groups, we must point 

out the colossal intensification of State intervention in economic life" 

(p. 303), a process which favors and coordinates the .intere'?ts of the 

ruling class, opening the door to the worst developments, to an a.ttempt 

to pass of{, Under ·the guise of this omnipotent State, supposedly 

reppesentative of the collective interest, a •national socialism~ that 

would prevent the resurgence of the old classist socialism. In Bucharin'~ 

book there is a quotation, which he calls •curious 8 , from a book:by 

Max Krahmann, Krieg und Montanindustill, which deserves note because it 

identifies among the components of imperialist c~pitalism a permanent 

vein of reaction which has already given bitter fruits and· still persist~ 

"The. present massive influence of all the measures adopted by State power 

for military reasons to strengthen the. State itself and defend the country 

naturally brings us much closer to State socialism in the m).ning· sector 

as well. 

foretold. 

But not in the way that, before the war, some feared and others ,. 

This is not a socialism that has been watered-down internation-

ally, but a socialism that has been strengthened nationally. And we 

are rap1:dly approaching. it. It is not democratic communism and :even less 

domination by the aristocratic class; it is a nationalism that reconciles 

the classes. And since August 1, 1914, we have been approaching it 

by giant steps that would ha~e been considered absolutely impos$ible 

before" (p. 315). This nationally strengthened socialism was tq come 

a few years later with Hitler and call itself national socialism. 

' 
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55. Ibid., 199. 

56. Ibid., 206. 

57.:. Ibid., 213. 

58. Ibid., 230. In any event, and in this too Bucharin anticipates 

Lenin, the emphasis is placed on the exportatton of capital as the major 

phenomenol;l, although he admits that the .exportation of capital can prepare 

the exportation of commodities and cites the case already Hlustrated by 

Rosa Luxemburg of the railways in Turkey, financed by the Deutsche Ban!~ 

and build with German materials. 

59. Ibid., 140, 148. 

60. Ibid., 286. -
61. Ibid., d.8b. 

62. Ibid., 182. 

63. Ibid., 133. 

64. ~·· 256. 

65. ~·· 234. On page 229 we read that "those attritions and 

conflicts among the 'nattonal' groups of the bourgeoisie, which inevitably 

rise from the depths of modern society,. in their developmen·t lead to war 

as the only solution to the problem frora the stand1Joint of the dominant 

J!J !!;, soci.al groups"; 

66. Ibid., 292. 

67. Ibid., 330. We have underlined the adjective "immediate" as 

used by Bucharin, because it seems to us that the roots of opportunism 

lie precicely in the separation of the immediate goal of an improvement 

within the system from the final goal of overthrowtng the system. Cf., in 

this regard,our Introduction to Rosa Luxeroburg, Scritti politici (Rome, 

1970). 
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68. ill.£., 335. 

69. P •. Jalee, L' imperiaU:!!mec;ennlSl70C(Paria, 1969), 10. The editor 

of the ·,Italian edition of Bucharin's book, Eaolo Santi, concludes hia 

long introductive study with this judgement: "If it does not possess the 

polemical energy and the political acuteness of Lenin's book, it is 
-certainly not inferior in its economic _analysis and indeed contains 

suggestions, such as that relative to foreign trad.e in the monopoly era, 

that anticipate by several decades the findings of mod.ern economists and 

that we do not find in Lenin. ·And we hope that it will contribute to 

the _renewed interest in the problem of imperialism, as·. regards both a 

re-examination of the past and the analysis of present reality". On. cit.; 

83. 

70. !. Kemp writes: "The ossification of Lenin's theory of imperial

ism into a rigid doctrine ( ••• ) has to be deplored if only because it.· 

departs so markedly from the scientific standards which Lenin set lUmself 

and expected from others. The lac~ of any real contribution to the theor" 
" . 

of imperialism( ••• ) by the economists of the USSR, has tended to-discredit 

Marxism in the eyes of many ( ••• ) ". Kemp, O"P"i ci t., 4. Ch. Pall9ix ..- . 

also speaks of the "theoreticians wedded to the Leniniat interpretation of 

imperialism". "Reflexions sur l'imperialisme", in Politiaue aujourd'hui. 

(April 1969). 

71. "The export of capital abroad thus becomes a means for encourag

ing the export of commodities". Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of 

Capital ism (New York, 1939), . 66. 

72. Capital, III, £!!., 256. 

73. "Bank capital - and therefore capital in the form of money -

which in reality ia thus transformed into industrial capital- is_ by 

me called financial capital". Hilferding, Op. cit., 283. 

74. Imperialism, cit., 104. 
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75. J. A. Hobson, Op. cit., 314, 364. 

76. In note 67 we have already expressed our opinion that opportunism 

is a·general phenomenon within the working class movement characterized 
' . 

by the sep:>ra tion 1->etween imm.,dia te go" ls and the f'ina 1 goal.· On the 

!· ~ . ; 
question or the work'"r aristocracy, Cf'. E. l!ohsbawn, "Lenin and ·the 

'Aristoracy of' Lahor''' and M~ Nicol'iius, "Thr. Theory of' th'! Labor Arieto-
... · 

cracy 11 i:n -Honthly Heview (April, 1970) 

77. Imperialism, ill·• 42,'5~~-,.:56. 

78. In his report on L~nin at the Algnrs debate, G, Labica argued 

against ••the theoretical superiority or Rosa, which is generally ~ecognized 

· ( · • ·) As witness G. -Lul(acs and L. Goldmann, among others" •. "La thecrie 

leniniste de l'imperialisme'' in La Pens'e (Aueust 19G9), 7J. 

79. Kemp wri tea: "The political o bjectiv~, is thus very clear: it i" 

to provide operational material foi.' the socialist movement, or rather 

that small section which had resisted wartime chauvinism"; 

65. 

80. Cf. A. Cordova, "Il 'capitalismo sottosviluppato"di 

Gunder Frank'" in Problemi del Socialismo, No. 10 (1972). 

Op. cit., 

Andre 
' .; 

81. "Thus capitalist accumulation as a whole, as an actual historical 

process, has two different aspects. One concerns the commodity m~rket and 

the place. where supplus value is produced - the factory, the mine, the 

agricultural estate. Regarded in this light, accumulation is a purely 

economic process, with ita most· important phase a transact ion bet!(een 

the capitalist and wage labourer. In both its phases, however, it is 

confined to the exchange o:i: equivalents and remains within the 1i!llits of 

commodity exchange. Here, in form at any rate, peace, property and 
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equality prevail, and the keen dialectics of scientific-analysis were 

required to reveal how the right of ownership chant,es in the course of 

accumula:tion into appropriation of other people 1 s property 1 how cornmodi ty · 

exchange turns into exploitation and equality becomes class-rule. The 

other asp.ect of the accumulation of capital concerns the relations between 

capitalism and the non-capitalist modes of production which start making 

their appearance on the international stage. Ita preddminant. methods 

are colonial policy, an,_: international loan system - a policy of spheres 

of interest - and ·war. Force, fraud, oppression, looting are openly 

displayed without any attempt at concealment, and it requires an effort 

to discover within this tangle of political violence and contests of power . 
the stern laws of the economic process. Bourgeois liberal theory takes 

into account ·only the former aspect: . the realm of 1 peaceful competition 1 , 

the marvels of technology and pure commodity exchange; it separatea it 

strictly from the other aspect: the realm-of capfutax'seblustering ~iolence, 

which is regarded as more or less incidental to foreign policy and quite 

independent of the economic sphere of capital. In rea.li ty, poli·tical power 

is nothing but u vehicle for the ec1nomic process.· The conditions for the 

reproduction of capital provide the organic link between these two aspectc 

of the accumulation of capi"tal. The historical career of capitali:;Jm can 

~nly be appreciated by taking them together". Accumulation, £11· 452-453. 

Sa. See note 80. 

83. The expressions ere Magdoff'a. 

84. Obvionsly, thP. questi011 or WDr, because of the' ne" forms. o.!l 

conflict, ~ies ~t the very c~ntcr or his refle~tion on imp~riolis~ and 

thereforl'! occnpil'!s a place of particular imnort~ 11 c .. _. I. · 
·- m . n thus settin~ up 

o ne•·: rP.volutionary political prac'~".ic.,., LP.nln r1erives f'rom it the two 

strategic consequences whi.ch we all know Rnrl which .]·. shall. 1 .imit myself' h"'t' 

1) transformation of the impP.rinlist wnr into revo1 11 tion, 

fronts the pJ·oletRriat with new tRsks on all l.evcls; 

l-l'h:i.ch con-
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2) activ~ SllPPDrt or the'national liberation strus?les•. G. Labica, 

.2.£. cit. , 7'J. 

85. "Capital ism itself gradually procures for the vanquished ·the 

means and resources for their emancipation and they set out to achieve 

the same eoal which once seemed hi.ghest to the European nations: the 

creation of a united national state as a means to economic and cultural 

freedom. This movement for national independence threatens European 

capital just in its most valuable and most promising fields of exploita-
' 

t~on, and European capital can maintain its domination only by continually 

increasing its means of exerting violence", R. Hilferding, Op. cit., 

406. 

86. Imperialism, cit., 121. 

87. "In the period of imperialism, national wars blf the colonies 

and semi-colonial countries are not only probable, but inevitable". 

"Apropos of Junius's PamTJhlet" in Soc., V edition, XXX, 6. 

88. The prmceedings of the Third International offer a gold mine 

of material on this point and constitute the beginning of a hew phase 

in which already existing anti-imperialist movements took on a social.ist 

90ntent. 

89. To a large extent, the mechanisms of this process have yet to be 

explored by Marxist scholars. The goal is to create a type of society at 

the world level whil!:h, while not eliminating the contradictions of capital

ism, softens the attrition suffici.ently to permit more efficient opera

tion, (ex-Chancellor Erhard's "formierte Gesellschaft"). What is needed is 

thus the maximum concentration of power (cul~inating in the U.s~ top-ranks) 

together with a decentralization of subaltern powers, exploiting what I 

would call the "non-com:nissioned officer complex", Le. the willineness of 

anyone who feels himself invested.with a modicum of' power to faithf~lly 

serve higher authority. This leads to a hierarchical organization of 
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social life whiqh acts aa a valid defense against an uprising of the 

oppreas~d. Another aspect which cannot be ignored is the physical 

elimination of those who refuse to become obedient wheels in this 

• 

machine~ be they individuals (the Brasilian Death Squads are illustra·~ive) 

or entire peoples (the American Indians yesterday and the Vietnamese today), 

90. Cf •. L. Basso, "1 1 esperienza rivoluzionaria di Ho Chi Minh", 

in Problemi del Socialismo, No. 42 (1969). 
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Capital is international. The fact that its historical develop

ment paralleled that of the nation-state did not ·prevent the 
.establishment of the capitalist world market, .However, because of 
political interventions in defense of one national bourgeoisie 
against competitor nations, the concentration.of ·capital was, and 
is, more difficult to achieve on an int.erna tional than on a natio
nal scale. Even capitalist crises, acting as world .. embracing 

accelerators of the concentration process, needed the additional 
measure of impe.rialistic wa,rs to extend the national concentration 
process to the international scene. This process is inherent in 
capital accumulation .. The contradiction between the ·national form 
of capital :md· its need for expansion which recogniz~s no boun-

' daries is intertwined with. the contradiction between its competi
tive nature and its urge for monopoliza ti·(m, In theory, a compe ... 
ti tive economy is thought to flourish best in a fr·ec world market, 
Actually, however, competition leads to monopolization and the 

free market to protected markets secured by political means 0 

Monopolistic competition implies imperialistic struggles to break 
existing monopolies in favor of new monopolistic constellations, 

. The economic form of competition takes on political expression and 
therefore ideological forms,. which come to overshadow the economic 
pressures at theix source, 

The apologists· of capitalism of course deny its imperialistic 
aspect and see it as an·aberratiom thrust upon capitalism by 
forces external to· itself. .J. Schumpeter1'),. for example, though 

• Ftdmitting that "nationalism and .rn~lita:r;ism, while not creatures 
of capit~lism, become'capitalized~ and in the end draw their best 
energies from capitalism," held nonetheless.that imperialism 
"would never have bee'n evolved by the 'inner logic • of ea pi talismi' 
but found its source in "precapitalist elements in our social life~ 
which were bound to disappear, and thus "impe:r:iaitsm will wither 
and die.".As the bourgeoisie, despite all fil,c.ts to the contrary, 
co\lld not adm:lt that its economic sys,tem i.s .ne.oes.~ar.ily imperiali-

. . . ' . !:'' ,,.-. :' ·. ' . 

~tic, it remained for the critibs of bou~geois society to evolve 

*) The Sociology' of Imperialism,_ 1919, .. 
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a theory of capitalistic imperialism. 

These theories are mainly associated with Hobson, Kautsky, 
and Lenin, 

Hilferd ing, . Luxemburg, Bukharin I and, though formulated around 

the turn of the century, are·still influential in the contempo

rary world. Lenin's*) theory of imperialism; in particular, is 

still held in high esteem, not so much because of its exemplary 

execution but because of the legendary quality ·Of Lenin's name. 

In fact, however, his writings'on imperialism, more polemical 

than theoretical in character, are quite time-conditioned and 

-.contribute little to the comprehension of present-day imperialism, 

~xcept -insofar as they make the general and obvious s·tatement 

. that capitalism implies imperia.lism. Thi's· is- partly so because 

even,at the. time of their appearance and notwithstanding their 

stri,ctly"ec·on,ornic" t'reatment of. imperialism, Lenin 'paid more 

attention to· the fleet'ing political aspects of the imperialist 

impj3ra tive; than to. its underlying socio-economic dynami'cs. His 

boo.k;: op -imperialism·was intended to·unmask the first world. war 

• 
. ·• as. an .imperia\Lis:t war, which also provided the condition for 

'social ·;r-evolution l since in Lenin Is view imperialism' constituted 

the. "highest" or "last" stage of capitalist development. This 

idea .was .substantiate{~ by relev~mt data from various bourgeois 

sources, a critical utilization. of the theoretical·findings of 

J.A. Hobsonand R. Hilferding, and a rejection of K. Kautsky's 

speculative· theory of super-imperialism as a way toward a peace

full capitalism. The data and. the· theo:des utilized were themselves 

bound up with a particular historical.stage of capitalist deveilp

roent and• contained no· clues regarding ·its further course. 

Since ali.these observers were confronted by the same impe

±."eaiist:i.c activities, there. is. rio real distinction between the 

descriptive parts of thei~ various' studies·. It was on.ly in their 
interpretations .of the e,;.ents, due · .. t6 v~ryirig. underlying theore-

. . ' : .. .. ' . 
··· · · ti'cal· assumptions, that differen.ces emerged; Whereas Hobson**) 

exjilained the competing imp~riii.lt.stic d:i-i ves, a~ the result of . ,• 

*) Imperialism: The Last Stage of. Capital ism •· . .1:9.17 
' 

**) Imperialism, 1902. 
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_the under.consumption of the laboring. population, which induces 

the capitalists to find profitable investments abroad, Kautsky*) 

allowed for the possibility of a capitalistic development leading 

to an ip.tegration of international capital and' a joint. -exploi ta

tion of· the. world in a state of ultra~imperialism, which would 

end the era of capitalist wars. For Hilferding**), imperialism 

was the result of th~? emergence of "finance capital" and- its 

attempts to overcome its national limitations, a trend which he 

saw as the precondition for a socialist revolution exec:uted by 

the state's expropriation of the highly concentra!ed capital. 

Rosa Luxemburg***) found the origins of imperialism in the capita.

listic need for extra-capitalj..st territories wherein to realize 

pnrt_of the surplus-value which could not_ be_ capitalized at home • 

There wt;J.s no difference between Bulcharin's****) earlier exposition 
, I • ' .. · 

of imperialism and that of Lenin. . . . . . 

,. 

.... 
. . . ·' ; ·' 

:"Underconsumption" relative to-production is a fact, of course, 

but OT)e on which the existence and accumulation of capital is 

.•based and which· designates no. more than the production of surplus..:. 

.-valu€l_on which the capital~~~ stem rests. ·The "disproportion" 

, .. ,be1;ween production and consumption accompanies the whole of capi

• _,:,i: -.t~;List development, not only its im!)erialistic stage-, ·.and charac

- .. :- -: ·: ,.terizes capital ism on a national and international scale. For 

••••• 

... : 

., .-; non-ea pi talist territories- to be able to realize the surplt&-value 

!: . _ _._. ·produced·. in _capitalist countries would presuppose the existence 

:• ... :of -surpluses in the former eq_ual to the unrealizable profit part 

_:of the .capi tali·st nfj:tions, in which case they would not· be non

capitalist nat,i.ons -and ·the problem of profit realizati-on would 

not ,1?.e.,-_.solved, only generalized. The anarchy of capitalist pro

duction allows, of .course, for difficulties in the sphere of cir"" 

-cui aft·~~ .a~ci ~here fore for the reali~a'tion of f?Urplus-value, yet 

-tli<?. basic_contradictions of-capitalism ar:e to be found not in the 

' *) ~eue Zeit, Nr,5, Apr:j.l 1915. 
·**)'Da's Finanzkapital·;-·1910 • 

. ·**.*)Die Akkumulation.des Kapitals, 1912. 
****) Imperialismus und Weltwirtschaft, 1917. 

··-· ..... :--~~-: ----~--~ ·----··-·· .. :-·-· ........... . 
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sphe-re of circulation but in that of production, Howeve·r, Hobson's 

and RosaLuxemburg's mistaken economic explahation of imperialism 
does not affect their recognition of the need for such an expla
nation, which can be differently substantiated as, for instance, 
by Henryk Grossmann's*) theory of imperialism, which bases itself 
on Marx's theory of A.ccumulation as determined by the immanent 
contr~dictions of capital production. 

While imperialism turns into· a. neoessi ty for capitalism, in 

the form of colonialism, it started out as a mere opportunwty, 
The non-capitalist world was simply there for the taking, which 
was at times accompanied by rivalries and wars between the colo• 
nizing powers and at other times by .. common agreements such as, 
for instance, the division of Africa. through the Berlin Act of • 
1885. The exploitation of the colonies was determined by the 
changing needs of the colonizers as occasioned by their own de
velopment, and subordinated the fate of the non-capitalist countries 
to the accumulation requirements of the capitalist nations. The 
.profit motive is the propellant of capi ta.lism and it may be satis..

fied in different-ways: through unequal exchange relations, or 
through the direct exploitation of subject populRtions, that is, : 
by commodity exchange, by capital exports, or by both·at once, 
The greater the need for profits, the stronger are the imperiali• 

·stic tendencies, turning from colonialism to.the world at large, : 
While ·imperialism has been a part of capitalism from its beginning, 
it became increasingly accentuated by the mounting difficulties : 
of maintaining an accelerating capi tFJ.l accumulation, and led to. 
inter-imperialist wars for national privileges in the possession 
and exploitation of the world's markets and resources, 

Although the compulsion to imperialism is inherent in capitalism, 
it is· the development of the latter which accounts for its specific 
manifestations at· any partiotJlar time. For Lenin, however, capi• . 
talism became imperialism "only at A. definite nnd very high stage 
of capital development", a. ·stage which implied the rule .of natio-· 
nal and international monopolies, which, by agreement or force, 

*) Das AJ<Jcumulations- und Zusammenbruchsgesetz des kapi talistischen 
Systems...L 1929. 
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divided the world's resources among themselves. Following Hilfer

ding, Lenin associated imperialism with the emergenc<. of a "new 

type of capitalism·," brought about by the fusion of banking and 

industrial capitaL However, this "financ~,capi tal" did not re

present a new type of capitalism but merely characterized a 

specific and historically limited phase of German capital deve

lopment. Even if this fusion had been a general occurence, it 

would still not represent a new type of capitalism but simply 

its further concentration and centralization. For Lenin, however, 

finance capitc;l represented "a new social order, which marks the 

transition from free competition to the socialization of pro

duction." But since capitalism combines at all times, not only 

under monopolistic conditions, the socialization of production 

with the private appropriation of surplus-value, what Lenin 

meant to say was, of course, that we were witnessing the transi

tion from competitive to organized capitalism, Yet this strange 
equation of organized capitalism with the socialization of pro

duction may a.ccount for Lenin's later concept of socialism as the 

next step from monopoly capitalism, that is, as the state-monopoly 

of production made to serve the whole of socie.ty. 

In Lenin's view, the imptorialistic stage of capitalism was 

characterized not so muNh by commodity exports as by the export 

of capital, Which allowed ·.the big imperialist powers, and a part 

of their laboring populations, an increa~ingly parasitical exist
ence at the expense of the subjugated regions of the world. In 
this way, imperialism explained for Lenin not only colonialism, 

the capitalist competition for raw materials, the annexations of 
desired territories and the establishment of spheres of interest, 
but also the reforrnism of the labor movement in the leading capi

talist nations, which presumably partook in some measure of the 
extra-profits of the financial oligarchies. He perdeive~ this 
situation as the ''last stage'' of oapitalism because he expected 

that its manyfold contradictions would lead directly from war 
to social revolution on an internationa.l scale, thus ending both 
imperialism and capitalism. 

This revolutionary optimism proved to be premature. Although 

the first world war led tc the Russian Revolution, imperialism 
was not, as Lenin surmised, "the eve of the proletarian world 
revolution." But without ensuing revolutions, the imperialistic 

wars may, like crises, serve to make possible a new period of 
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capital ~xpansion through a forced restructuring of the world 

economy. This was the case after the first as .well as the second 

world war, which also involved the. de-colonization of previously 

subjugated nations. Though this changes nothing in the imperia
listic nature -of capitalism, it altered the methods and even 
motives of imperialistic activities. 

The' changes brought about by a series of depressions a.nd wars 

l~d not to a confron·tation of imperialism and socialism, but to 
the division of the world into more or less centrally controlled 

·economic systems and to a widening of the gap between capitalisti
cally de~eloped and. underdeveloped nHtions. It is. true that this 

division is generally seen as on.e between capi t~'list; socialist 
. ' 

and "third world" countries, but this is a misleading simplifi-. 
cation of rather more complex differentiations between these • 
economic and political systems; "Socialism" is falsely but com
monly understood as a state~controlled economy within a national 

·framework, wherein planning replaces competition. As such, it 
is no longer· capitalism in the traditional sense, nor is it 

' . . 
socialism in the Marxian sense of an association of free and equal 
producers. Functioning i.n a capitalistic and therefore imperiali7. · 

. stic world, it cannot h.elp partaking in the general economic 
and political powc;r· competition and, like-capitalism, must either 
expand or contract. It must grow stronger· in every. respect in 

.order to-limit the expansi.on• of capitalism by ·which it I'!Ould 
otherwise be destroyed. The.national form of so-called socialist 
or state-controlled regimes sets them in conflict not only with • 

·the-capitalist world, or particular capitalist nai;ions, but 
also with each other; they must give first consideration to natio
nal interests, i.e. the interests of the.newly-emerged and pri
vileged ruling strata, whose existence and security ::1re based on 
the national state. This leads to the spectacle of .. a"socialist" 
brand of imperialism and the threat of war between nominally 
socialist countries. 

·Such· a situation was inconceivable in 1917 and for that 
reason neither confirms nor disproves Lenin's analysis of impe
ri?-lism, or any other made at the time, but simply·makes them 

:irrelevant, What happened since that time was not a clear-cut 
struggle between the opposing forces of imperialism and socialism, 
b~t the emergence of national-revolutionary regimes in a number 
of less-developed countries and the collapse of the traditional 
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forms· of colonialism. However, because imperialism has been 

identified with capitalism ~ the anti-imperialist struggles were 

waged with anti-capitalist and socialist ideologies, even though 

the objective presuppositions for socialism did not exist in 

the rebelling nations. What these nations could accomplish, or 

tried to accomplish, was to modernize themselves by way of in

dustrialization, which had no.t been possible within the world 

market relations dominated by the great imperialist powers. 

Contrary to Lenin and other lliarxists, the ·export of capital 

was not designed to industrialize the subjugated countries and 

ther~by increase their profit-producing capacities, but was limi

ted to their exploitation as foodstuff and raw material producers 

and a.s customers of goods manufactured in the industrial nations. 
•. The profits extracted in this fashion aided the more rapid accu

mulation of capital in the imperialist nations and therewith 

their ability to extract more surplus-value out of their own 

laboring population. The capital concentration and centralization 

process divided the world into developing and stagnating, into 

"poor'' and "rich" nations, just as it polarized ~he classes in 

each particular capitalist nation. 

Anti-imp~rialist revolutions were·requir~d to change this 

state of affairs, but their successes implied, at best, no more 
than the possibility of a more rapid development. Because of 

the already achieved highly monopolizll?d nature of modern capita
lism, this development could not be initiated on a laissez-faire, 

•. or private-property basis, but demanded a state-controlled eco

nom~n order to offset the as yet incomplete centraliz~tion and 

organization of capital in the~mperialist nations by a stricter, 
more effective, cerit~s.l:lzation in the newl~developing countries. 

But the state-controlled economy implies, in principle, not 
only the nationalization of capital, but also the exclusion of 
foreign capital. Thus it delimits with its own expansion the 

international extension of the mono~olistic private-enterprise 
capital ism. Actually, of course, by force of circumst·ances, the 

economic· relations between the state-controlled and the private
enterprise economies are not completely severed and, where possi
ble, they nowjinvolve the recognition of at least partial mutual 
interests rather than complete ·incompatibility. 
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The growing number of nationf;, adopting the state-controlled 

:t;'Oad of d·eve.lopment weakens the domination of the. world_ market 

by the great c.api talist poVIers and ·makes their own .further ex

pansion increasingly more problema,tic. They are thus forced to 

a.ttempt to stop this development, .and this the more so as the 

state-controlled economy implies the end of the traditional 

capitalist class relations. For private enterprise-based capita

lists, the· state-~controllcd econor .. y implies:·as much as socialism 

would, since it deprives them of their ruling clas~position. For 

that _reason, present-day imperialism is not only a question of 

the direct or indirect app~riation of the surplus-value produced 

in other countries, but also an attempt to arrest the further 

spread of state-controlled systems by ~pposing national-revolu

tionary movements going in that direction. However, n~ .capital. 

nation, or col:'Jbination .of such nations,_ has thus far had the power 

to prevent the tr~.nsformation of hitherto-underdeveloped countries 
and - to employ the common usage __ ..,. no "socialist" natio_n , or 

combination of such nations, has had the _power to defeat the 

capitalist world. . ... 
In this stalemate, .which impairs the expansion of .both the 

c;;tpitalist and "socialist" world, each nDtion, in either grouping, 

and notwithstanding its needs for allies, "tries first of all to . . . 
safeguard its own special interests. There is then no ;real but . . . 
only an opportunistic solidarity between the n'ations in the 
capitalist as well as in the ''socialist''. camp. In this situation . 

. . ... · .. ···alliances are formed between nations df' .diff~r~nt social struc-e 

tures, and enl'lities arise between countries which were expected 

. , , . to cooperate. This. indicates, of course, that nationalism and 
_imperialism are not opposites but iroply each other, even though 

the national survival of some countries may depend on the impe
rial.ism of some other nation. Under these c.ondi tions, the so
called."third world" countries are not only objects of.the rival-·. . . . . : . . . 

. r.ie~. between different en pi tE!.list nations, not only of .those 
between capitalism and "socialism" o.s such, but .also of the rival-, . . . . . . . 
ries between the ''socialist" nations themselves. ''Socialism'' 
and imperialism are now so inextricably intertwined 
Lenin's thesis ~hat the .socialism of his conception 
monopolisti_c im,perinlisPJ. 

as to negate 
would sueceed 
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Lenin's theory of imperi·a.lisrJ as "the eve of world revolution 11 

was an extension of his theory of the Russian revolution to the 

V/Orld as a whole. Just as in Hussia different classes combined 

under proletarian lc8.dership to overthrow autocracy, so on an 

international scale, nations, at various stages of development, 

combine under the leadership of the industrial vorkers in the im

peri_alist nations against the common enemy - monopoli.stic inperi

alism. Under such conditions, it would be possible to bypass the 

otherwise inevitable capitalistic development of se~i-feudal 

countries and, through their liberation, to integrate the colonial 

regions into the emerging socialist world. It was this theory 

which, in Stalin's view, nade 11 Leninism the Marxism of-the age of 

in:re::~ialism. 11 BRsed on the presupposition of successful socialist 

4t revolutions in the advanced capitalist nations, the theory could 

neither be proven right or wrong, as the expected revolutions did 
not materialize. 

• 

In Lenin's opinion, as stated in "Imperialism,'' the ''terri

torial division of the \Vhole earth by the grea.t ca.pi talist powers 
J.pt ' 

was already completedV and the inperia¥war was waged for the 

re-division of the world, including the territbries 6f the impe

rialist powers themselves. Actually, the war weakened the colo

nial powers and in the course ·of the second world war deprived 

them of their colonies and special spheres of iriterest. Colonia

lism, that is, the direct political-oilitary control of markets 
and raw materials, proved to be only one historical form of 
imperialism; which could be replaced by Bore subtle nethods of 

domination. The monopolistically-determined international "division 
of la.bor, 11 which incorporated colonization, continued to deter

mine the economic conditionsrf the colonial countries even after 
they had _gained their political independe1ce. Their continued 
economic dependency forced the~ to· maintain or re-e~tablish com
mercial rel~.tions with the great- powers, which for the latter are 

no less lucrative than those enjoyed under colonial conditions. 
Independence brought new ruling elites into being whose jnterests 
are vested in the maintenance of thetprev;otiling world~m8.rket re
lations. In this way the fruits of ir.Jperialism can be gained with 

snFlller expense, even though there is now less security with 

respect to investments than ther.e was before because -of the danger 
of further revolutionary de;ve1opments. To rJaintain the status quo, 
it is then essential for_ the capitalist powers to assist all 
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collaborating national governments in the former colonies, and 

to prevent the rise of governments which would be unwilling, or 

unable, to continue the existing relatirnships. This is largely 

done by economic means but also, if necessary, by military inter

v:entions. 

The end of colonialism has thus led only to neo-colonialisrn 

through which the dominating powers exercise their control of 
dependent countries via their own national governments, However, 

imperialism as neo-colonialism is no lon~er the e~clusive privi
lege. Of the capitalist· world, and in a SOIDOI'iha t· modified form 

appears in the. "socialist" pe.rt of the world as an ·aspect of the 

continued competition between these different socio-economic 

systems and for its own sake as well, To be sure, there are snall 

capitalist nations which flourish without engaging in imperiali. 
stic activities, But such nations, operating within the frame 

of the capitalist world market, partake nonetheless, albeit in

directly, in the~mperialistic exploits of the larger imperialist 

powexs, just as - on the nationa.l sce.le - r:~any sljlall sub-contrac

tors profit from the business give~ to them by the large prime
contractors producing for the v,ar econor.Jy. Not all capitalist 

countries can expand imperialistically. They find themselves 

more or le se under the control of these. ·nations ·;1hich have this 

opportunity, even if.the control restricts itself to the econo

mic sphere. It is fo:J;". this reason that some European observers 
see.in the recent expansion of Ai1erioan capital in :Curope a form 

of nee-colonialism and others press for a more integ.rated Europ. 
able to act as a "third force" in a world domi.nated by imperia
listic powers. 

The great power blocs which were forned in the wake of the 

:seconcl ''orlr!. war are now beset with various dissolving tenden
cies, and the imperi8.list world remains in flux. It is often 
assumed that all capitalistic activities are· directlY ·determined 
by their inmed ia te needs to make profit an er to l.l.ccumula to capital 

·and when such obvious reasons· are not directly discernible, the 
cri tics of cRpi tal ism are scmc\'/hat at' a loss' 'to account for the 
~ationale of imp~ri~list aggrcision. In the case of Indochina, 
for oxanple, the Rpparent <t.bsenoc of i!Tlportant incentives for 
Americnn intervention hA.s been i1. troublesome fact, v1hich was 
s~o~ingly nitigat~d.by the recent discovery'of offshore oil 
potentials, which were supposed to explain, at least in part, 

the continued interest of big business in a victorious conclusion 
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of the war. It should be clear, however, that the Indochina war 

·was there, and would be there, without this discovery, and ex

planations must be found other than sor.ie definite but isolated 

ea pi ta.listic interest. It will also not do to 'speak of an "indu

strial-military complex" conspiring nithin the A!'lerican system 

tci serve particulnristic interests in disregard of·those of 

society as 8. whole. Y1bile it is true that imperialism is econo

mically motivated and spearheaded by groups particularly favored 

by· it, ·such explanations fail to do justice to the complexity 

of the problem by failing to consider the fundamental contradic

tions of capital production. 

In capitalism, on a.social level, neither the production nor 

the accumulation of capital is a consciously-controlled process • 

Each capitalist entity, be it the entrepreneur, the corporation, 
the conglomerate er the multinational enterprise, necessarily 

limits its activities to the .enlargement of its capit~l, without 

regard to, or even the possibility of having regar.d .. for, social . . 
needs and for the course of social development. They are blind 
to the national and international.social conseq~ences of their 

relentless need to enla·rge their capital. Their enourmous weight 

within society d'eterr.Jines socir-tl policies and therewith the poli

cies of governnent. They know what they are doing, ·but not where 
it will le.Rd ·them; they' cRnnot comprehend ·the c'onsequerices of 

·their activi tie·s·; Wnr· may be initiated not because of some defi
n.i te economic expectations, such as possession of specific raw 

• ma teriats, entry into new ma.rkets, or the expert of ea pi tal, but 
because of past economic policies whose consequences wei·e not 

forseeable. ~his is ouite clear, of course, in the case of im
perialistic activities in defense of cnpitr:list property which 

stands in danger of being expropriated, or has been expropriated, 
ih natioris which try to gain, or regain, s·ome neasurc of inde

pendence in economic as well as in political terms. This explains 
recent interventions such as those in Guatemala, Cuba, the 
Dominican Republic, the Congo and so forth. It is not clear with 
respect to Indochina, where Americo.n interests are minimal and 

their possible loss of no conse~uence to her economy. Yet, this 
intervention, too, was the unforeseen outcome of past economic 
and political developnents, even though it cannot be rela.ted to 
any illll~ediate and specific economic need or opportunity on the 
part of American capitalism. 
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There is only one way to secure the capitali~t market econo~y 

and that is through the continuous expansion of capital. It is 

this expansion which is the secret of its prosperous sta.ges of 

development, just as a lack of expansion results in periods of 

depression. For American capits.l, the last depression, that of 

1929, did not lead to n new period of prosperity but to an era 

. ' 

of relative stagnation, which was overcome only through trans

forming the economy into a war economy, that is, the growth of 

production not by way of .capital accunulation, but through the 

accumulation of the national debt and production for "public 

consunption" such as is required.by war .and preparation for war. 

Even the war failed to restore a ra.te of capital expansion 

sufficient to assure the full utilizntfon of productive resour

ces and the available labor power. The governraent found itself • 
forced to continu~ to support the economy by way of deficit

financed public expenditures which, by the nature of the capi

talist system, are expenditures which are non-competitive with 

private ea pi tal and are therefore: ls.rgely military expenditures. 

Military expenditures arc, of course, a deduction fron the 

nat'ional income and can neither be capitalized nor consumed in 

the usual sense of the term. A steady growth of expenditures for 

war is possible only at the expense of capital accumulation and 
living standards. It is, thercf.ore, no solution for the problems 

caused by an insufficient rate of capital expansion; rather, it 
makes it more difficult to achieve a solution. Capi ta,listically, 

war makes "sense"- only if it can serve as an instrument for • 
bringing about conditions more favorable fer a further expansion 
and extension of cHpital. But war or no war, short of an accele

rated rate of private capit~l expansion,. there is only the choice 
between a deepening depression and its amelioration through 

the further extension ef non-profitable ''public expenditures''· 
However, whereas W8.r night eventually yield the preconditions 
for an iu'lerican penetrRtion into ERst Asia and elsewhere, and its 
Jlresent expense be rccoHpensed by future profits, public expen-
ditures for other purposes de not have such effects. Experience 
shows that war does open up possibilities for further capital 
expansion. From a consistent cRpitalistic standpoint a success

fully-waged war is more "rational" than a steady drift into 
capitalistic decline, as manifested by an increase in government..,. 
induced production outpacing the expansion of private capital. 
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Even if the "mixed economy" has found acceptance as a probab

ly unavoidable modification of the capitalist system, the "mix", 

that is, governmental interventions in the economy, are supposed 

to be only such as benefit private capita.l. To keep it that Vlay, 

interferences in market relations must be limited on the national 

as well as on the internation~l level. Just as internrrlly a 

general expansion C·f government producticn would spell the cer

tain end of capitalistic property relations, so the extension 

of a state-determined social system of production within the world 

econony points toward the contraction of the free-enterprise 

economies. It is thus as important to contad:n .the spread of 

state-controlled systems of production as it is within each 

private-capitRlist nation to restrict goyernmental interventions 

in the economy. Both these necessities are interrelated. With 

more nations adapting the state-controlled form of capital pro

duction and therewith limiting the expansion of private capital, 

insufficient expansion of the latter calls forth !'lore intensive 

government interventions. To halt the trend toward state-capita-. 
. lism in. _the 1~arket economies requires the containment _and possibly 

the "roll-back" of already-f,stablished state ea pi talist syste!!ls. 

But while at home the capitalists control their govern!!lcmts 

and thus determine the kind and degree of the latter's econo!!lic 

interventions, they can only h{'ilt the dreaded transformation 

abroad by either gaining control of the governments of other 

nations or by imperialistic interventions. 

There is, then, no special reason for Al!lericR's intervention 
in Indochina, apart from her general policy of intervening any-

. where in the world in order-to prevent political and social 

changes that would be detrimental to the so-called "free world", 
and particularly to its dominating power. Like an octopus, 
America extends her suckers into all the underdeveloped countries 
still under the swa.y 0f capitalisti-c property rd'l.tions to assure 

their continued adherence to-the-free-enterprise principle or, 
at least, to the world'-market relations which made then appenda
ges of Western cflpitaltsm. She tries to rally Hll pro-caoitalist 

forces into various regional alliances; o.rms·and finances the 
most reactionary regimes; penetratBs.governments and offers 
aid - all to halt any social movement which might strive for the 
illusory goal of pclitical·8nd. economic self-determination. 
Because self-determinaticn is not a rcPl possibility~ithe 
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United Steotcs recognizes that f,ttempts to attain it could only 

result in leaving the orbit of Western capitalism to fall into 

that ()f the Dastern pnwers. 

Separately·, none of the small nations which ex-perienced 

American intervention endangered· the United States hegenony in 

world affairs to any noticeablejextent. If they were hindered in 

their attempts to rid themselves of foreign domination and of 

their collaborating ruling classes, it w2.s in recognition of 

the fact that their national-revolutionary activities are not 

.. 

·accidental phenomena., but so many expressions of an as yet weak 

but world-wide trend to challenge the capitalist monopolies of 

power and exploitation. They must therefore be suppressed where

ever they arise. In this respect, the present differs from the 

past in that past imperialistic interventie>ns took place in • 

order to create empires, or to subject other nations to the over

rule of expanding foreign capital, whereas at present ·they serve 

to prevent the destruction of capitalism itself. 

For this re·ason the imperialist irnperati ve is more demanding 

than ever before, while, at the sar.Je time, anti-imperialist 
activities find their accentuation in a develobing world-wide 

economic crisis. The recovery of European a.nd Japanese capi talisi;Js' 

implies the return of their imperialistic potentialities, and the 

diverging nation,.,l interests between China and Russia a.re addi tio

nal elements simmering in the caldron of contradictory capitalist, 
. ' imperialistic and nationalistic aspirations. "Peace" is no longer 

secured· by the "balance of terror", exercised by the great atomtt 
powers. Independence has proved to be no solution for the per

manent crisis conditions of newly-formed natir·nal states. But 
national aspirations can assert themselves ably through separate 
rivalries of the great imperialist powers, just as these powers 
exercis·e their f0reign policy options via the vari0us national 

rivalries. Any small-scale war has thus the potentiality of 
issuing into a new world war. The explosive situations in India, 

the Middle East, Indochina, and elsewhere, involve issues at 
once naticn~listic and imperialistic, affecting in one measure 

·or another the econo:•tic interests 0f all nations. ·ro avoid a new 
world conflagrF.J.tion, and yet to safeguard 'and expand the nationally

organized capitals and their profitability, brings about a 
feverish diplomatic a.cti vi ty in search for favorable political-
military combinations which form one aspect·- of capitalist compe.,. 

l ______ t_i_t_i_o_n_·----~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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The recent deliberations in Peking and Moscow revealed 

clearly that wars of national liberation can be waged only With

in the fra!'lework of overriding big-power interests, in which the 

latter are the decisive elenents. For example, the situation in 

Indochina is what it is because.neither Russia nor China has 

been willing to risk a worla war to drive the Americans out of 
Southeast Asia, just as they were equally unwilling to allow 

the United States to become the unchallenged power in the Pacific. 

Although it is asserted that nothing but the wish to·pacify 

the world:accounts·for the various diplomatic moves of the impe

rialistic powers, this ·general desire does not affect the actual 

national or imperialist interests, and the economic pressures 

at their base, which turn the "search for peace" into so many 

preparatory steps toward.n new world war . 

A Chinese-A!'Ierican rapproachmcnt has nothing to offer the 
Russians except the possibility of undoing such a strange alli

ance by way of accorumodation with the Americans at the expense 

of Russian ar~bi ticms, not only in the Pacific but on a global 

scale. With this overture to Chinn, the American administration 

finds itself in a position to exploit the frictions between 

Russia and Chins for its own imperialistic ends, even though 

\'lach of these powers remains, by virtue of its different social 

structures and economic systems, in opposition to the United 

States. However, both the Stalin-Hitler pact and Russia's alli
ance with the nnti-fascist po•-,ers during the second world war 
show that different socio-economic systems may unite for n 

specific cornl'lon goal without, therefore, losing their basic 
incompatibility. As with all ether nations, it is the overriding 

need to secure and aggrandize the national state in the imperia
listic environment which determines Chinese foreign policies. 
If at one time this required an anti-American attitude, at another 
time it may well lead to an allinnce with the former enemy. 

Because capitalism and nationalism cannot cease being imperi

alistic, it is their prolongation, in no matter what modified 
form, which raises the specter of new 1·;ars, even in the various 

a tte1~pts to avoid a new holoonust, Since the "uneven develop
ment" of the great powers is the cause and effect of the concen
tration and centralization process of capital accumulation, as 
well as the basis of imperialism, its detrimental effects upon 
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the peace of the ·world could· only be removed through the aboli

tion of both capitalism and nationalisJ~. i\nd though :this pressing 

need expresses itself in a continued integration of the world 

econoray, this integration itself appears in the form of G.n 

intensified imperialism. As matters ·stand at present, the proba

bility of avoiding new imperialistic wars, either as national 

liberation struggles under the tutelage of·one or another of 
the competing imperialist powers, or as the outcome of a newly

arising economic world crisis involving the imperialist powers 

themselves, is rather lol'!. ·To avoid· the threatened destruction 

'of the world requires the emergence of anti-capitalist movements 

in the advanced imperialist nationa.and their success in restruc

turing the world economy in accordance with the real needs of 

their p0pulations through the transformation of their own • 

societies. 

• 
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RESOLU'J.'IO!: .Al)()PfED BY !fp.E ECO;J,OJ-!IC AliD SOCIAL COllifCIL· 

172l (LIII). TI1!3 .. i!~P.~.ct. ~f..!n:u}.i~p.fJ,t~~p..e.). .. c~ryot"_?..t_i.op._s_ .o.n __ t)}~. _<l_ey~}.p~ell2:. 
• p_r:~.c.e.s.s. !'-!:19-. .OP..):P.:t~.I:'P.?.-~.i9P.a).. !.C!·?·.t.i.OP..~ 

The · Eco~oa{c ·?rtd Socia). Council 
~- ··•. ··•·• ---. -··-··· ..... _ .............. -;··-.. s .. 
~-~£:2-lillii that, ac.co:rding ·eo the Charter of. t!Je UnHed :..;r.·cions, the c1·eation of 

conditions of atab.ility .<:'.Ilcl ~rell·.·being ia necessa;7 foi· peaceful ·and friendly relati.ons 

among nations based on respect .. fo:;.· the principle of "'.~ual· :;.•ighta and ·self-det!irinine.tion 

of peoples, 

/l~2..?£!1J..z_iM j;he. g-rm/i~G 'int~rdependence of economic and. social deV(3lopment in the 

various part~ of the uo:;.·ld, 

!~If.~. that econor,lic .and· social concli tione ~:.:ce conti.nn~.11y undergoing changes Hili'ch 
·.' 

re(!Uire ;:e~'Ular, scrutiny,. to eilSU:o.'e unimpedeil , and <l~Ui t~.ble p:;.;o,;p:ess . tOI<ai'US the; 

e.ttz.iru~ent 'of .~· integrat~d uo:;.•ld economy ui thin the frameuo1'.!: of the Intern:o..ti.onal 

DeveJ.opment ~t:;·r.t.agy for ·~he Second United i:iations. Development Decade, - . : . . 
;£.1!-'·:~-~ of the statement in. the !'/_o.t:ld Ec~p~Jll-~9.Il:u!_V.E!Y..J..J.ID. which says, with . . . . . . 

reference to ·the multine.tion"1 corporations, that "uhile these corporations ~re 

frec;,uently effective·a.£-~nts for the transfer of technology as >rell as capital to 

developing countries, their role! io sometimes· vieued \rith <we, since their size and 

powe:r may su:;.;pass the host country's entire' econom;)'. The inte:;.-national. com:nuni~y has 

yet ·~o formulate a p6si tive policy and establish effective me.chinery for dealing >rith 

the ·issues r?J.sed by the activities of these corpo:o.·c.ti~ns" (see E/5144,Y p.lO), . ·: 

;V United Nations':[iublicatiori, Sales Uo.: E.72.II.C.2. 
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Noting also' the resolution adopted at the_ fifty-sixth session of the International 

Labour Conference, concerning the social consequences of the activities of multinational 

corporationaY and the convening by the Gove~-riing Body of the Int~rnational Labour . · 

Organisation o~ a meeting concelning the relationship between multinational undertakings 
and social policy. 

l'foting further that, in resolution 73 (III) on restrictive business practices adopted 

at the _third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 

considering the-possible adverse impact of restrictive business practices, including 

among others those resulting from the increased activities of multinational enterprises, 

on the trade and development of developing countries, the Conference decided that an 

~£ Group of EOCperts on Restrictive Business Practices' should be set up to ~ake a 

further study of restrictive business practices followed by enterprises and corporations 

which have already been identified and which are adversely affecting the trade and 

development of the developing countries, including among others such practices which 

may stem from cartel activities, business restric_tiona practised by enterprises and 

multinational corporations, export prohibitions, agreements on m_arket distribution arid 

allocation, the tying of the supply of inputs including ra" materials and components, 

restrictions specified in contracts for the transfer of technology, arbitrary transfer 

pricing between the parent company and its affiliates and monopoly practices, 

1. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with Governments, to appoint 

from the public and private sectors and on a broad geographical basis a study group of 

eminent persons intimately acqua.i.nted with internationSJ. economic, trade and social 

problems and related international relations, to study the role of multinational 

corporations and their impact on the process of development, especially that of the 
'. 

developing courttries, and. also their implications for international relations, to 

formulate conclusions which ma;y possibly be used by Governments in making their 

sovereign decisions regarding national ~licy in this respect, and to submit recommendations 

for appropriate international action, the study group to consist of not less than 14 nor .. 

more than 20 ~ersons; 

1/ See International Labour Conference, Provisional Record l'fo. 2, Fifty-sixth Session, 
Geneva, 27 1~ 1971. 
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2. Recommends that the study group appointed by the Secretary-General be 

iniormed:.of the· conclusions of the Ad hoc Group of Elcpe;ta on Restrictive Business 

Practices' e.stablishEd by the United Nat:Lona Conference on Trad·c: and Development at its 

third session, and the comments on them of the Trade and Development Board's Committee I , 

on Manufactures, so that, among the various aspects of the problem, the important:one 

referred to· the Ad hoc Group of Experts can be taken into account ill the global study of 

multinational corporations envisaged in paragraph 1 above; 

3. ·.Recommends further that the study gr~lUP tal<e advantage of and take into: 

account research being carried out ill this field by other international organizations, 

particula,'rly that of the Governing Body of the International Labour Organisation as 

a result of the resolution concei-riing the social consequences of the activities of 

multinational corporations adopted at the fifty-sixth session of the Iriternational 

. Labour Conference i 
4• Further requests the Secretary-General to submit the.report of the study group, 

together. «i th hie o«n comments and recommendations, to the Economic and Social Council 

at its fifty-seventh session at the latest, and to inform . .the Council at its fifty-fifth 

session of the progress made ill the implementation of the present resolution. 

1B36th plenary meeting, 
28 July 1972. 


